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Introduction

Plus ça change, as Merton would probably have said, plus c’est la même chose. This bibliography follows on from the last, which was finished in 2002 and covered 1945 to 2000. Aside from a few small details, the format and design are those of the original, and most of the same categories and classifications are still with us. Thus it is hardly necessary to repeat that first Introduction, which can still be consulted.

The scope of this bibliography is not quite so precise as that of the last. There is a fuzzy join between the two in 2000-2001. With the flow of information that Merton constantly generates, it is difficult to be precise. The closing of this one occurs in a momentous year, and has an exact date: April 24, 2015, with the arrival of the Merton Annual 27 (2014). In it are the contents of three special volumes published by the Merton-dedicated periodicals in honor of his 100th birthday, and all the celebrations running up to and after that date. It captures a time of festival, but was finished before the year’s end in order to be present at the International Thomas Merton Society’s 14th Conference in June of 2015 at Louisville, Kentucky. It absorbs the staggering bibliography of the Merton Seasonal 40.2, with its 269 items (more than four times the usual), and is as up to date as possible at the closing date. With Merton, however, there is always more.

Once in a while the question is asked “Is Merton still flourishing or is he on the wane? How deep is his influence?” The “Parts of Books” section of this bibliography can perhaps give a concrete answer, because it measures how often Merton has made his way into other people’s books. Some organization has been introduced in the divisions of the category: the Seasonal information has been sorted here into “Famous Connections” (Merton’s presence in the lives of other well-known people), as well as “Chapters” and “Mentions.” A rough count of these categories indicates Merton’s presence in 270 books by other people, plus 21 entries in general Reference Books. The rest of the categories are equally robust, and to discern the level of celebration in January, one has only the browse the headlines in the News section, which is in date order, to see the extent. Interest in Merton waxes and wanes, but has never seemed to go away. After all, more than 100 books entirely about Merton are listed here, over about 15 years. His career seems secure.

Categories of Media appear here substantially for the first time: the advent of convenient CDs and DVDs (not to mention MP3s) has made for a spate of lectures about him on these media, as well as re-castings of his own teaching tapes into larger groups with special introductions by scholars. His own works made the transit into Kindle and other e-books very rapidly as soon as these media became popular.

In short, this book indicates that Merton is someone still enthusiastically read and written about in whatever medium the reader chooses. I hope that the bibliography will guide people in their continuing study of Merton, which in the crises of this world is still a worth-while activity, one in which we so often discern that he has already got to the current ground zero ahead of us and is ready to offer stern prophecy and hope in equal measure.
# Sources and Abbreviations

**Short form:** | **Where:** | **SOURCE FILE:**
---|---|---
ABELL | UofT | Annual Bibliography of English Language & Literature
AcASAP Ex | UofT | Expanded Academic ASAP
AA | UofT | Art Abstracts
ABM | UofT | ARTbibliographies Modern
ATLA | UofT | American Theological Association
BritHumIdx | UofT | British Humanities Index
CPI | UofT | Catholic Periodical Index
CPI.Q | UofT | Catholic Periodical Index (Gale Canada)
E-J | UofT | E-Journals
FRANCIS | UofT | FRANCIS [multilingual service]
GBV | UofT | Gemeinsame Bibliotheksverbund [German Catalogue]
HAbs | UofT | Humanities Abstracts @ Scholar’s Portal
HI Idx | UofT | Humanities International Index
IBR | UofT | International Bibliography of Book Reviews
MLA Int | UofT | MLA International Bibliography
PB |  | Added by the Author
PP |  | Paul M. Pearson, The Thomas Merton Center
Philos Indx | UofT | Philosopher’s Index CSA
Proquest | BU | Proquest (Bellarmine University)
RTA | UofT | Religious and Theological Abstracts
SA.x.xx |  | *Merton Seasonal* ‘About Merton’ Bibliography
TMA |  | *The Merton Annual*

UofT = University of Toronto Libraries, Public Catalogues and “e-indexes” examined on-site

NOTE: On-line indexes are sometimes reorganized, with changes of name and characteristics: these were the names when the search was done in the summer of 2009.
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Books About Thomas Merton

Critical Studies

Addiss, David G. and John Joseph Albert. *Polonnaruwa Revisited: A Speculum on Thomas Merton, the Buddha, Lymphatic Filariasis and the “Shadow Figure” at Polonnaruwa, Sri Lanka*. Georgia: Society of Indwellers, 2005. 122p. [pbk]. [SA30.1.1]


Reviews:
- *Merton Seasonal* 36.3 (Fall 2011): 34-35. Paul R. Dekar. [SA36.4.10]


Reviews:

Atkinson, Morgan C. *Soul Searching: The Journey of Thomas Merton*. Introduced and edited by Morgan Atkinson and Jonathan Montaldo. Collegeville MN: Liturgical Press, 2008. 208p. [Book to accompany DVD of documentary: see also Media Section. The book has selections from interviews not used in the documentary: for list of participants, see Interviews section. The Reviews are listed under the title in the Media section.] [SA33.4.1]

The Journey of Thomas Merton. Edited by Morgan Atkinson & Jonathan Montaldo. London: SPCK, 2009. 208p. [pbk] [British publ. of the above. ] [SA34.3.2]


Reviews:
- *Merton Seasonal* 31.2 (Summer 2006): 33-34. Lawrence S. Cunningham. [SA31.3.16]


Reviews:
- *Anglican Theological Review* 82.4 (Fall 2000): 837-38. Tim Vivian. [SA26.2.38]
- *Church History* 70.2 (Jun 2001): 392-93. Sandra Yocom Mize. [SA26.3.47]
- *Spiritual Life* 47.2 (Summer 2001): 120-23. Robert Schneider [SA26.3.61]
Books About Thomas Merton

Critical Studies continued

Dart, Ron. *Thomas Merton and the Beats of the North Cascades.*

**Reviews:**


Dekar, Paul R. *Thomas Merton: Twentieth-Century Wisdom for Twenty-First Century Living.*

**Reviews:**
- *Cistercian Studies Quarterly* 47.3 (2012): 360-361. Patrick Hart OCSO. [SA37.4.23]


**Reviews:**


**Review:** *Merton Seasonal* 32.1 (Spring 2007): 32-35. Malgorzata Poks. [SA32.2.25]


**Reviews:**


**Reviews:**

*The Unquiet Monk: Thomas Merton’s Questing Faith.*
- Maryknoll NY: Orbis, 2015. 126 p. [pbk] [SA40.3.69]


**Reviews:**
- forewordreviews: https://www.forewordreviews.com/reviews/the-franciscan-heart-of-thomas-merton Melissa Wuske. [SA40.2.263]
- *Merton Seasonal* 40.2 (Summer 2015): 31-33. Anthony Ciorra
Books About Thomas Merton

Critical Studies continued


REVIEWS:


REVIEWS:
- *American Literature* 75.3 (Sep 2003): 668-670. David D. Cooper [SA28.4.13]
- *Hortford Courant* (17 Aug 2002). Bill Williams. Available from:
  http://ctnow.com/features/lifestyle/hc-relibooks0817.artaug17.story. [SA27.4.48]
- *Turning Wheel* (Spring 2004): 38. Diana Lion. [SA29.2.38]


REVIEWS:
- *American Literature* 75.3 (Sep 2003): 668-670. David D. Cooper [SA28.4.13]
- *Cithara* 41.2 (May 2002): 44-45. Peter Kountz. [SA27.3.22]
- *Merton Society of Canada*. Lynn R. Szabo. Available online from:
  http://www.merton.ca/reviews/LabrieBySzabo [SA27.2.82]


REVIEWS:


REVIEWS:
Books About Thomas Merton

Critical Studies (Moses) continued

Merton Seasonal 40.2 (Summer 2015): 28-30. Ryan Scruggs. [SA40.3.163]


REVIEWS:
Merton Seasonal 30.2 (Summer 2005): 32-35. Patricia A. Burton. [SA30.3.5]

Obbagy, Vera. Thomas Merton: The Secret of the Seven Storey Mountain; The Author and Prophet. Saarbrücken: VDM Verlag Dr. Müller, 2009. 55p. [pbk]. [SA34.2.56]

REVIEWS:


REVIEWS:
Catholic Agitator 44.3 (Jun 2014): 3 . 6. Sandi Huckaby. [SA39.3.13]
Fellowship 78.10-12 (Winter 2014): 38. Mark C. Meade. [SA40.3.107]
Merton Seasonal 39.3 (Fall 2014): 28-31. Rose Marie Berger. [SA39.4.2]
Sojourners 43.11 (Dec 2014): 43-44. Rosalie G. Riegle. [SA39.4.58]


REVIEWS:
Cistercian Studies Quarterly 45.3 (2010): 374-376. Mark C. Meade [SA35.3.29]
Merton Seasonal 34.3 (Fall 2009): 25-26. Richard Reilly. [SA34.4.24]


Pok, Malgorzata. Thomas Merton and Latin America: A Consonance of Voices.

REVIEWS:
Cistercian Studies Quarterly 45.3 (2010): 374-376. Mark C. Meade [SA35.3.29]
Merton Seasonal 33.2 (Summer 2008): 30-32. Ross Labrie. [SA33.3.27]


REVIEWS:
Cistercian Studies Quarterly 44.3 (2009): 380-383. Lynn Szabo. [SA34.4.32]
Literary Review of Canada Vol. 16, No. 9 (Nov 2008): 27. Michael W. Higgins. [SA34.1.29]
Merton Seasonal 33.3 (Fall 2008): 34-35. Monica Weis SSJ. [SA34.3.37]

Pramuk, Christopher

REVIEWS:
Patrick Cousins. [SA35.3.7]
Christianity and Literature 60.3 (Spring 2011): 502-505. Ross Labrie. [SA36.3.19]
Cistercian Studies Quarterly 45.4 (2010): 486-88. Don Christopher Nugent. [SA35.4.22]
Books About Thomas Merton

Critical Studies (Pramuk, Sophia) continued

Merton Seasonal 35.1 (Spring 2010): 34-37. Ryan Scuggs. [SA35.2.38]
Theological Studies 71.3 (Sep): 731-733. Paul F. Knitter. [SA35.3.20]


REVIEWS:

Catholic Courier [Rochester NY] [26 Sep 2002]: 8. Patrick Eastman. [SA27.4.16]
Catholic Library World 73.3 [March 2003]: 210. Alfred D. Pooler. [SA28.2.68]
Merton Seasonal 27.3 (Fall 2002): 27-29. Anne E. Carr. [SA27.4.10]
Theology Digest 49.3 (Fall 2002): 287. W. Charles Heiser SJ. [SA28.1.42]
Theology Today 59.4 (Jan 2003): 64. M. Basil Pennington OCSO. [SA28.1.64]
Worship 77.1 (Jan 2003): 81-84. R. Kevin Seasoltz. [SA28.1.77]

Shannon, William H.

REVIEWS:

Spiritual Life 47.2 (Summer 2001): 120-23. Robert Schneider. [SA26.3.61]


REVIEWS:

Merton Seasonal 29.2 (Summer 2004): 38-41. John Wu Jr. [SA29.3.85]
Books About Thomas Merton

Critical Studies continued

Thompson, Phillip M. Returning to Reality: Thomas Merton’s Wisdom for a Technological World.

REVIEWS:

Waldron, Robert G. Thomas Merton: Master of Attention.

REVIEWS:
- Merton Seasonal 33.2 (Summer 2008): 33-34. Mary R. Somerville. [SA33.3.52]
- Modern Believing 49.4 (2008): 70-71. Patricia M. Rumsey. [SA34.4.27]
- Tablet 262.8734 (22 Mar 2008): 38. Rima Devereaux. [SA33.2.20]
- Theology Digest 53.2 (Summer 2006): 189. W. Charles Heiser SJ. [SA34.3.16]


REVIEWS:
- Cistercian Studies Quarterly 47.1 (2012): 116-117. Patrick Hart OCSO. [SA37.3.31]
- Cithara 52.2 (May 2013): 76-77. Michael McGregor. [SA38.4.26]
- Merton Annual 24 (2011): Review Symposium: Donald P. St. John, 281-285 [SA37.3.71]; Bonnie Thurston, 285-289 [SA37.3.79]; Kathleen Deignan CND, 289-305 [SA37.3.16]; Donald Grayston, 305-313 [SA37.3.28]; Author Response: Monica Weis SSJ, 313-323. [SA37.3.84]
- Merton Seasonal 36.2 (Summer 2011): 32-34. Deborah Kehoe. [SA36.3.17]
- Southern Register (Fall 2011): 24-26. Deborah Kehoe. [SA37.1.33]

Williams, Rowan. A Silent Action: Engagements With Thomas Merton.
- Louisville KY: Fons Vitae, 2011. 96p. [SA36.4.42]

REVIEWS:
- Anglican Theological Review 95.1 (Winter 2013): 204-206. R. William Carroll. [SA38.3.5]
- Cistercian Studies Quarterly 47.2 (2012): 244-245. Patrick Hart OCSO. [SA37.3.32]
- Cithara 52.1 (Nov 2012): 72-73. Monica Weis SSJ. [SA38.4.43]
- Commonweal 141.3 (Feb 2014): 28-29. Harold Isbell. [SA39.2.31]
- Living Church (15 Jul 2012): 21, 24. Christopher Pramuk. [SA37.3.60]
- Merton Seasonal 36.3 (Fall 2011): 23-25. Donald Grayston. [SA36.4.18]
Anthologies and Conference Papers


Reviews:


Review: Merton Seasonal 32.2 (Summer 2007): 44-45. Ellyn Crutcher. [SA32.3.16]


Review: Merton Seasonal Fall 2010 (35.3): 26-28. Monica Weis SSJ. [SA35.4.33]


Reviews:
- Cistercian Studies Quarterly 43.2 (2008): 240-244. Pascaline Coff OSB.[SA33.2.9]
- Courier-Journal (2 Jun 2007): A11. Frederick Smock. [SA32.3.75]
- Merton Annual 21 (2008): 272-274. Craig Burgdof. [SA34.3.10]

MID Bulletin 79 (Jul 2007). Aaron Raverty OSB. Available online at:

http://monasticdialog.com/a.php?id=814. [SA32.4.49]


Rain Taxi Review of Books (Winter 2007/2008). Joel Weishaus. Available at:


Reviews:
- Merton Seasonal 28.3 (Fall 2003): 28-30. Albert J. Raboteau [SA28.4.54]


Reviews:


Reviews:
- New Vision 82.1 (Jan/Feb 2003): 32. [SA28.1.91]
Books About Thomas Merton

Anthologies continued

_Merton and the Tao: Dialogues with John Wu and the Ancient Sages_. Edited by Cristóbal Serrán-Pagán. Louisville KY: Fons Vitae, 2013. xv, 419 p. [pbk]. [SA38.4.34]

_REVIeWS:


_REVIeWS:
_Merton Seasonal_ Fall 2010 (35.3): 29-31. Matthew Emile Vaughan. [SA35.4.32]
Books About Thomas Merton

Biographies


**REVIEW: Merton Seasonal 37.1 (Spring 2012): 29-33. Fiona Gardner. [SA37.3.25]**


*REVIEW: Merton Seasonal 37.1 (Spring 2012): 29-33. Fiona Gardner. [SA37.3.25]*


**REVIEWS:**

*America 200.13 (20-27 Apr 2009): 32. James Martin SJ. [SA34.2.50]*


*Cistercian Studies Quarterly 44.4 (2009): 514-516. Michael Plekon. [SA35.1.33]*


**REVIEWS:**


**REVIEWS:**


*Merton Seasonal 33.1 (Spring 2008): 32-34. Erlinda G. Paguio. [SA33.2.50]*


**REVIEWS:**


**REVIEWS:**


*Merton Seasonal 38.3 (Fall 2013): 24-26. Christine M. Bochen. [SA38.4.6]*
Books About Thomas Merton

Biographies continued


REVIEWS:


Merton Seasonal 38.2 (Summer 2013): 44-46. Deborah Kehoe. [SA38.3.19]


REVIEWS:


Merton Seasonal 38.2 (Summer 2013): 44-46. Deborah Kehoe. [SA38.3.19]

Zuercher, Suzanne OSB. The Ground of Love and Truth: Reflections on Thomas Merton’s Relationship with the Woman Known as “M”. Chicago IL: In Extenso Press, 115p. [pbk.]

REVIEWS:

Merton Seasonal 39.3 (Fall 2014): 32-34. Daniel P. Horan OFM. [SA39.4.28]

Devotional Works

Castle, Tony. Exploring Prayer with Thomas Merton.

REVIEWS:

Merton Seasonal 36.2 (Summer 2011): 41. Jeanne Doriot SP. [SA36.3.11]


REVIEWS:


REPRINT: see also About Merton 1945-2000. [SA35.2.14]


216p. [pbk.]. [SA38.2.30]


REVIEWS:

Benedictines LXII.2 (Fall/Winter 2009): 43. Gabrielle Kocour OSB. [SA37.1.35]

Merton Seasonal 31.3 (Fall 2006): 27-29. [Booklets 1 and 2]. Michael Brennan. [SA31.4.7]

Merton Seasonal 34.1 (Spring 2009): 33-36. [Booklets 3-8]. Michael Brennan. [SA34.2.9]

Merton Seasonal Fall 2010 (35.3): 32-34. [Advent and Christmas] Michael Brennan. [SA35.4.1]


Books About Thomas Merton

Devotional Works continued

Ringma, Charles R. *Seek the Silences with Thomas Merton: Reflections on Identity, Community and Transformative Action.*

**Reviews:**
- *Merton Seasonal* 29.2 (Summer 2004): 36-37. Mary L. Stewart. [SA29.3.69]

Shannon, William H. *How to Become a Christian Even If You Already Are One.* [Privately Published, 2012]


Waldron, Robert G. *Poetry as Prayer: Thomas Merton.* Foreword by Macrina Wiederkehr OSB, interpretive artwork by Helen Kita.

**Reviews:**
- *Catholic Digest* 66.9 (Jul 2002): 68-69. [SA27.3.30]
- *Spiritual Life* 58.2 (Summer 2012): 124-125. [SA37.4.46]


**Reviews:**
- *Merton Seasonal* 36.3 (Fall 2011): 26-33. Thomas Sheridan. [SA36.4.38]
- *Spiritual Life* 57.4 (Winter 2011): 247-249. Patrick J. McDonald. [SA37.4.40]


**Review:** *Merton Seasonal* 39.2 (Summer 2014): 37-38. Ellyn Crutcher. [SA39.3.3]

Poetry


**Review:** *Merton Seasonal* 28.3 (Fall 2003): 31-33. Susan McCaslin. [SA28.4.37]

For Young People/Education


**Reviews:**
- *Merton Seasonal* 29.3 (Fall 2004): 39-40. Kristin Wisniewski. [SA29.4.65]

Books About Thomas Merton

For Young People continued

A Thomas Merton Curriculum: Part of the Thomas Merton Scholastics Program. Thomas Merton Foundation: Louisville, 2002. [binder] [SA27.2.83]

Reviews:

Pamphlets and Shorter Pieces


Reviews:
Merton Seasonal 34.3 (Fall 2009): 27-30. Sheila M. Milton. [SA34.4.16]


Dart, Ron


Labrie, Ross


Bibliographies


Burton, Patricia A.

Reviews:
Merton Seasonal 33.4 (Winter 2008): 29-30. Bonnie Thurston. [SA34.1.75]
Research Book News 2008-08-01. [CPI.Q] [100-word summary]

Media Presentations About Merton

Atkinson, Morgan C.

*Time in the Garden: Life at the Abbey of Gethsemani.* Louisville KY: Duckworks, 2002 [video recording]. [SA27.4.2]


*Soul Searching: The Journey of Thomas Merton.* Louisville KY: Duckworks, 2007. [DVD (67 minutes)] [SA32.2.2]

**Reviews:**
- *Merton Seasonal* 32.3 (Fall 2007): 33-34. William H. Shannon. [SA32.4.54]
- *Merton Seasonal* 34.1 (Spring 2009): 37-38. Gregory J. Ryan. [SA34.2.65]
- *Soul Searching: The Journey of Thomas Merton* [DVD (67 minutes)] Louisville KY: Duckworks, 2007. [SA32.2.2]
- *St. Anselm Abbey* [Winter 2009]: 29-30. John Farrelly OSB. [SA35.2.8]
- *The Abbey of Gethsemani: A School of the Lord’s Service. As Told by the Monks who Live There* [DVD] written and produced by Morgan C. Atkinson. Louisville KY: Duckworks, 2009. [SA34.4.2]


**Reviews:**
- *Cross Currents* 54.1 (Spring 2004): 96-104. Carey Monserrate. [CPI]


Chittister, Joan OSB. *Thomas Merton: Seeder of Radical Action.* Kansas City MO: Credence Communications, 2001. [sound recording] [SA27.3.7] [video recording] [SA27.3.8]


**Reviews:**


Deignan, Kathleen CND. *Prophet and Mystic of Creation: On Retreat with Thomas Merton.* Rockville MD: Now You Know Media, 2014. [3 CDs: SA40.2.49]; [3 DVDs: SA40.2.50]

Media About Merton

Finley, James


**REVIEWS:**


*Spiritual Life* 49.2 (Summer 2003): 120-122. John Noffsinger. [SA28.2.48]

*Reviews:*


*Spiritual Life* 49.2 (Summer 2003): 120-122. John Noffsinger. [SA28.2.48]


**REVIEWS:**


**REVIEWS:**


**REVIEWS:**


**REVIEW:** [mcnamarasblog. Available online at:http://www.patheos.com/blogs/mcnamarasblog/2014/10/a-review-of-daniel-p-horan-o-f-m-the-franciscan-heart-of-thomas-merton.html] [SA39.4.41]


Martin, James SJ


Media About Merton


Schmack, Raymond and Bosco Peters. “Radio NZ (New Zealand) Christmas Service from Christ’s College, Christchurch commemorating the 40th Anniversary of the Death of Thomas Merton.” Recorded December 10th, 2008, broadcast December 25th, 2008. [1 CD (42:44 minutes)] [SA34.3.64]


Periodicals Devoted to Merton

The Merton Annual
Published by Continuum:
  REVIEW: Merton Seasonal 27.1 (Spring 2002): 22-25. Virginia Kaib Ratigan. [SA27.2.65]
  REVIEW: Merton Seasonal 29.1 (Spring 2004): 33-34. Robert Grip. [SA29.4.1]
Published by Fons Vitae:
Volume 18 (2005) edited by Victor A. Kramer and David Belcastro (Book Reviews)
  REVIEW: Merton Seasonal 31.3 (Fall 2006): 32-34. Deborah Kehoe. [SA31.4.26]
Volume 19 (2006) edited by Victor A. Kramer, David Belcastro (ITMS Papers) & Glenn Crider (Book Reviews)
  REVIEW: Merton Seasonal 33.4 (Winter 2008): 31-34. Colleen O’Sullivan RSJ. [SA34.1.57]
  REVIEW: Merton Seasonal 34.3 (Fall 2009): 22-24. Allan M. McMillan. [SA34.4.15]
  REVIEW: Merton Seasonal 35.2 (Summer 2010): 40-41. Frederick Smock. [SA35.3.46]
  Merton Seasonal 36.2 (Summer 2011): 35-40. Eriinda G. Paguio. [SA36.3.21]
  REVIEW: Merton Seasonal 37.3 (Fall 2012): 43-46. Ross Labrie. [SA37.4.31]

The Merton Journal
  (Eastertide 2013): 1-2. [SA38.2.18]
  4 issues annually, with running bibliography “By Merton” and “About Merton” in each issue. Edited by
  Patrick F. O’Connell.
For the Merton Centennial Year

The essays and book reviews in the special issues listed below are included in this bibliography.


As this bibliography was being closed, several planned special issues of periodicals on Merton were just coming out. These include:

*Cistercian Studies Quarterly* (Spring 2015) with studies by Bernardo Bonowitz OCSO, Monica Weis SSJ, Bonnie Thurston, Armand Veilleux OCSO, John Eudes Bamberger OCSO, Mark Scott OCSO and Michael Higgins.

*Cithara* (Spring 2015) including studies by F. Douglas Scutchfield, Monica Weis SSJ, Paul M. Pearson, special section including reviews by Patrick F. O’Connell, Monica Weis, Paul Quenon OCSO, Paul M. Pearson, Michael McGregor and David Belcastro.

*St. Anthony Messenger* 122.8 (Jan 2015): 28. [SA40.2.65] Articles by John Feister, Dan Morris-Young and Richard Rohr OFM are listed under Articles and Essays.


*Sojourners* 44.1 (Jan 2015). Articles by Patrick F. O’Connell and Christopher Pramuk.

The above are English-only publications. Special publications in other languages have also been made:

Chinese: 30-page special section in *The World Religious Cultures* 87.3 (2014), with essays by Lucien Miller, Paul M. Pearson, Christopher Pramuk and Martin Tamcke and Lilin Wu, translated into Chinese.


Famous Connections


DAY, DOROTHY

Ellsberg, Robert (ed.)


GRIFFIN, JOHN HOWARD


HART, PATRICK OCSO.


HINSON, E. GLENN.


Reviews:


LAUGHLIN, JAMES


Parts of Books

FAMOUS CONNECTIONS CONTINUED

LAX, ROBERT


REVIEWS:
- Merton Seasonal 27.3 (Fall 2002): 31-32. Paul Spaeth. [SA27.4.40]


LEVERTOV, DENISE. Denise Levertov: A Poet’s Life by Dana Greene.


LUCAS, CLARE BOOTHE


NILES, JOHN JACOB


NOUWEN, HENRI J.M.


O’CONNOR, FLANNERY


O’KEEFFE, GEORGEA


REVIEWS:
- Cistercian Studies Quarterly 40.3 (2005): 341-344. Donna Kristoff OSU. [SA30.3.21]
- Merton Seasonal 30.1 (Spring 2005): 28-29. Margaret Betz. [SA30.2.3]

Parts of Books

Famous connections continued

Reinhart, Ad


Reviews:

Merton Annual 21 (2008): 255-257. Roger Lipsey. [SA34.3.46]
Merton Seasonal 35.2 (Summer 2010): 42-43. Lawrence S. Cunningham. [SA35.3.8]

Masheck, Joseph


Sortais, Dom Gabriel. Oury, Guy OSB. Dom Gabriel Sortais: An Amazing Abbot in Turbulent Times. Kalamazoo MI: Cistercian Publications, 2006. xi, 333p. [Note: Merton is not mentioned in this biography of his Abbot General, but the biography gives background detail that may be of interest to researchers.]

Reviews:

Merton Seasonal 34.4 (Winter 2009): 43-44. [SA35.1.9]

Comparative Assessments

Day, O’Connor, Percy and Merton


Reviews:

Choice 41.3 (Nov 2003): 541. Jill Baumgaertner. [SA28.4.5]
Horizons: Journal of the College Theology Society 31.1 (Spring 2004): 113-17. Lawrence S. Cunningham. [SA29.2.15]
Library Journal 1 (1 Mar 2003): 92, 94. Steve Young. [SA28.2.85]
New Yorker (13 May 2003): 111. [SA28.2.70]
Newsweek 161.15 (19 May 2003): 76. Kenneth Woodward. [SA28.2.84]
Sojourners 32.5 (Sep-Oct 2003): 52,54-55. Kimberly Burge. [SA28.3.8]
Time 161.15 (14 Apr 2003): 84. Lance Morrow. [SA28.2.46]
Comparative Assessments continued


REVIEWS:
Merton Annual 17.1 (Eastertide 2010): 50-51. Gary P. Hall. [SA35.2.16]
Merton Seasonal 35.2 (Summer 2010): 37-39. Thomas Del Prete. [SA35.3.9]


REVIEWS:
Mystics Quarterly (Jun 2002): 102-104. Kathleen Troup. [SA27.3.37]
Spiritual Life 47.3 (Fall 2001): 179-181. Anthony Haglof. [SA26.4.26]

Leigh, David J. SJ


REVIEWS:
Choice 38.2 (Oct 2000): 348. E.S. Steele. [SA26.2.36]


REVIEWS:
Cistercian Studies Quarterly 43.2 (2008): 244-248. Gerald S. Twomey. [SA33.2.79]
Merton Seasonal 32.2 (Summer 2007): 42-43. Arlene Montevchicho. [SA32.3.56]


REVIEWS:


REVIEWS:
Islam and Christian-Muslim Relations 17.2 (Apr 2006): 304-305. Clare Amos. [SA33.3.1]
Merton Seasonal 31.1 (Spring 2006): 31-32. Sidney H. Griffith. [SA31.2.22]
Chapters about Merton

Aguilar Benítez, Mario

“Thomas Merton and the Dalai Lama.” In Church, Liberation and World Religions: Towards a Christian-Buddhist Dialogue, 87-105. London: T&T Clark, 2012: Merton also referred to: 1, 8, 12, 55, 78, 79, 82, 106, 130, 134, 146, 148, 155, 157. [SA38.4.1]

Barbour, John D.


Carfagna, Rosemarie OSU. Contemplation and Midlife Crisis: Examples from Classical and Contemporary Spirituality, [Merton passages] 82-90, 144-159. Mahwah NJ: Paulist Press, 2008. 179p. [SA33.2.7 & 33.3.8]


Del Prete, Thomas


Inchausti, Robert

“Thomas Merton’s Apologies to an Unbeliever.” In “God is Dead” and I Don’t Feel so Good Myself, edited by Andrew David, Christopher J. Kelly and Jon D. Stanley, 2-8. Eugene OR: Cascade Books, 2010. [SA35.2.19]


Mannino, Edward F. “Thomas Merton: America’s Spiritual Director.” In Faith of Our Fathers: An American Catholic History, 37-45. Livermore CA: WingSpan, 2012; Merton also referred to: vi, ix, x, xi, xv, 22, 25, 26, 29, 52, 58, 66, 109, 162-166, 180. [SA38.4.23]
Parts of Books: Chapters

Martin, James SJ. “The True Self: Thomas Merton.” In My Life With the Saints, 43-72. Chicago: Loyola Press, 2006. [SA31.2.29 & 32.4.31]


Parts of Books: Mentions


Dear, John SJ


A Persistent Peace: One Man’s Struggle for a Nonviolent World. Chicago: Loyola, Press, 2008; Merton referred to: 20, 63, 91, 101, 114, 145, 213, 254, 358. [SA33.3.12]

Douglass, James W.


Gandhi and the Unspeakable: His Final Experiment with Truth. Maryknoll NY: Orbis Books, 2012; Merton referred to: x, xi, xii, xiii, xv. [SA38.1.11]


French, Henry. Prayer: Steps to a Deeper Relationship. Abingdon: Bible ReadingFellowship, 2011; Merton referred to: 86, 98, 121, 157. [SA32.6.28]


Griffin, Emilie. Wonderful and Dark Is This Road: Discovering the Mystic Path. Brewster MA: Paraclete Press, 2004; Merton referred to: 7, 8, 25, 38, 43, 44, 45, 57, 72, 130-134, 149, 153, 154, 161, 165, 166, 174. [SA30.1.31]


Hinson, E. Glenn

A Serious Call to a Contemplative Lifestyle. (Rev. ed) Macon GA: Smyth & Helwys, 2014; Merton referred to: 7, 36, 37, 39, 51, 72, 75, 76, 79, 80. [SA39.2.28]


Iyer, Pico
The Open Road: The Global Journey of the Fourteenth Dalai Lama. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2008; Merton referred to: 147-150. [SA33.3.21]


Kidd, Sue Monk
Firstlight: Early Inspirational Writings. New York: GuidepostsBooks, 2006; Merton referred to: 3-5, 7, 44, 130, 161. [SA32.3.42]


Konner, Joan. You Don’t Have to Be a Buddhist to Know Nothing: An Illustrious Collection of Thoughts on Naught. Amherst NY: Prometheus Books, 2009; Merton quoted: 41, 97-98, 206. [SA34.4.11]


LeClaire, Anne D. Listening Below the Noise: A Meditation on the Practice of Silence. New York: Harper, 2009; Merton referred to: 77, 82, 176. [SA34.2.46]


Maitland, Sara. A Book of Silence. London: Granta, 2008; Merton referred to: 24, 71, 144, 156, 158, 218, 259, 269, 275. [SA34.2.47]

Martin, James SJ
In Good Company: The Fast Track From the Corporate World to Poverty, Chastity, and Obedience. Franklin WI: Sheed & Ward, 2000; Merton referred to: 61-63, 65, 68, 74, 81, 84-85, 93, 97, 119, 136-137, 145, 196. [SA29.1.25]
Martin continued


McColman, Carl. Answering the Contemplative Call: First Steps on the Mystical Path. Charlottesville VA: Hampton Roads, 2013; Merton referred to: xii, 15, 23-25, 26, 28-29, 32, 37, 51, 52, 113, 121, 124, 125, 144, 145, 149, 158, 162, 166. [SA38.1.30]


Mehrotra, Rajiv. Understanding the Dalai Lama. Carlsbad CA: Hay House, 2009; Merton referred to: 97-100, 102, 105. [SA34.3.51]


Michaels, Deborah M. Still Waters: A Contemplative Retreat. Ashland OH: Gracednotes Ministries, 2013; Merton referred to: 11, 38, 45, 48-52, 59, 61, 69, 75, 82, 104. [SA38.1.31]


Moses, John. The Language of Love: Exploring Prayer: An Anthology. Norwich: Canterbury Press, 2007; Merton quoted: 6, 16, 20, 21, 23, 24, 27, 32, 46, 48, 60, 63, 64, 66, 72, 73, 74, 75, 84, 85, 87, 91. [SA36.2.57]


Parts of Books: Mentions


Schickel, Joseph. *Face to Face: Conversations with My Father*. Loveland OH: William Schickel Gallery, 2011; Merton referred to: 103, 169-172, 188. [SA37.4.50]


*The Spiritual City: Theology, Spirituality, and the Place of the City*. Hoboken: Wiley, 2014; Merton referred to: 55-8, 87, 134, 139. [SA39.3.34]


Sweeney, Jon M. *Cloister Talks: Learning From My Friends the Monks*. Grand Rapids MI: Brazos Press, 2009; Merton referred to: 11-17, 48, 54, 62-63, 73, 77, 85, 106, 118-119, 141. [SA34.2.73]


Weakland, Rembert OSB. *A Pilgrim in a Pilgrim Church: Memoirs of a Catholic Archbishop*. Grand Rapids MI: Eerdmans, 2009; Merton referred to: 94, 107, 166-167. [SA34.3.74]
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Reference Works


Editorial Contributions to Books/Articles By and About Merton

Allchin, A.M.
“The Prayer of the Heart and Natural Contemplation: A Foreword to Thomas Merton’s Lecture Notes on St. Maximus.” Merton and Hesychasm (Dieker 2003), 419-429. [SA28.2.2]


Bamberger, John Eudes OCSO. Preface to Charter, Customs, and Constitutions of the Cistercians (Merton, ed. O’Connell 2015). v-xii. [POC]


Bochen, Christine


Burton, Patricia A.

Introduction to Peace in the Post-Christian Era (Merton, 2004), xxv-lv.


Ciorra, Anthony
Introduction to:
The Prophet’s Freedom + 8 Lectures by Merton on 8 CDs (2012). [SA39.2.52]
Solitude and Togetherness + 11 lectures by Merton on 11 CDs. (2012).
Thomas Merton on Contemplation + 5 lectures by Merton on 4 CDs. (2012).
Thomas Merton on Sufism + 13 Lectures by Merton on 7 CDs. (2012).
Thomas Merton on the 12 Degrees of Humility + 16 lectures by Merton on 8 CDs. (2012).
Thomas Merton’s Great Sermons + 4 lectures by Merton on 2 CDs. (2012).
Ways of Prayer: A Desert Father’s Wisdom + 13 lectures by Merton on 7 CDs. (2012).
Living Contemplatively: Address to the Carmelite Sisters of Savannah (1967) + 8 Talks by Merton on 4 CDs. (2013).
[Merton Annual 27]

Conner, James OCSO
Preface to
The Environmental Vision of Thomas Merton (Weis, 2011): ix-xii.


Dieker, Bernadette

Foreword to Merton and Hesychasm (Dieker & Montaldo 2003), xi-xiv.
**Editorial Contributions**


Finley, James


   Introduction to *Thomas Merton and St. Bernard of Clairvaux;* 4 Talks by Merton on 2 CDs. [SA39.3.62]

Gardner, Fiona, Keith Griffin and Peter Ellis. Introduction to *Universal Vision: A Centenary Celebration of Thomas Merton*, xviii-xxiii. (TMS GB&I 2014) [SA40.2.83]


Hart, Patrick OCSO

   Editor’s Note to the following stories from ms circulated in Cistercian Houses in 1940s as “Modern Biographical Sketches of Cistercian Blessed and Saints [mimeographed]” in order of appearance:


The essays were later published in book form as *In the Valley of Wormwood*.

Foreword to:


Introduction to:

   *In the Valley of Wormwood: Cistercian Blessed and Saints of the Golden Age* (2013): xv-xvii. [SB38.4.4]


Higgins, Michael W.

   Introduction to

   “All the Living and the Dead”: *The Literature of James Joyce* + 4 Talks by Merton on 3 CDs. 2013. [TMA 27]
Editorial Contributions

Higgins continued

“God Speaks to Each of Us”: The Poetry and Letters of Rainer Maria Rilke + 11 Talks by Thomas Merton on 5 CDs. (2013). [TMA 27]


Thomas Merton on William Faulkner and Classical Literature + 10 Talks by Merton on 5 CDs. (2013). [TMA 27]


Inchausti, Robert. Introduction to


Kaplan, Edward K.

Introduction to


Milton, Sheila M.


Montaldo, Jonathan and Gray Henry, general editors, “The Fons Vitae Thomas Merton Series.” Merton and Hesychasm (ed. Dieker & Montaldo), ix-x; Merton and Judaism (Bruteau 2003), 13-14; Merton and Buddhism (Thurston 2007), vii-viii; Merton and the Tao (Serrán-Pagán 2013), ix-x.

Montaldo, Jonathan

Foreword to

(with Bernadette Dieker) Merton and Hesychasm (Dieker 2003), xi-xiv.

Thomas Merton: Prophet of Renewal (Bamberger 2005): vii-xii. [SA31.1.1]


Introduction to


Mundy, Linus. Introduction to Simply Merton: Wisdom From His Journals (2014), vii-xxi. [SA39.3.26]

Editorial Contributions

O'Connell, Patrick F.

[Editor's Note]:
“Jacob’s War” by Thomas Merton. *Merton Seasonal* 33.3 (Fall 2008): 3.
“In the Wilderness [In God’s Desert]” by Thomas Merton. *Merton Seasonal* 40.2 (Summer 2015): 3-4.

Introduction to
*The Vision of Thomas Merton* (ed. O'Connell 2003), 9-12. [SA28.2.54]

Pearson, Paul M.


Foreword to
*Universal Vision: A Centenary Celebration of Thomas Merton* (Gardner, Griffin & Ellis 2014):
ix-xvii. [SA40.2.190]

Introduction to:
*The Paradox of Place: Thomas Merton’s Photography.* (Art Gallery, Univ.of British Columbia, 4-8 Jun 2003): 6-9.
“Grave Robber Beware.” *Merton Seasonal* 29.2 (Summer 2004): 14. [SA29.3.56]

Preface to
*Thomas Merton and Thérèse Lentfoehr: The Story of a Friendship* (Nugent 2012): xv-xviii. [SA37.3.57]
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Editorial Contributions


Shannon, William H.
Introduction to

Slosberg, Rabbi Robert. “Presentation of the Keynote Speaker [James Carroll on ‘Thomas Merton and a Full Christian Teshuva’].” Merton and Judaism (Bruteau 2003): 41-42. [SA28.3.64]


Stuart, Angus F.
Introduction to
(Stuart 2004): 7-14. [SA29.3.73]


Thurston, Bonnie Bowman


von Balthasar, Hans Urs. “Postface to Grazias Haus: Gedichte.” Merton Seasonal 31.3 (Fall 2006): 3-8. [SA31.4.54]


Reviews of Books by Thomas Merton


REVIEW:
- Publishers Weekly 249.38 (23 Sep 2002): 42. Jana Riess. [SA27.4.37]


REVIEW:
- Merton Annual 23 (2010): 297-300. Matthew Emile Vaughan. [SA32.6.84]
- Merton Seasonal 32.3 (Fall 2007): 28-30. Daniel Coughlin. [SA32.4.11]
- National Catholic Reporter 43.31 (6 Jul 2007): 19. Christopher De Vinck. [SA32.3.20]


REVIEW:
- Merton Seasonal 33.3 (Fall 2008): 36-37. Meghan J. Robinson. [SA33.4.31]


REVIEW:


REVIEW:
- Hungryhearts 11.3 (Fall 2002): 8. Helenmarie Sunkenberg. [SA27.4.42]


REVIEW:
- America 186.17 (20 May 2002): 24-26. Richard J. Hauser. [SA27.2.33]
- Christian Century 118.32 (21-28 Nov 2001): 47. [SA27.1.38]


Reviews of Books by Thomas Merton


**REVIEWS:**
- *Merton Seasonal* 32.3 (Fall 2007): 31-32. Mary Murray McDonald. [SA32.4.34]


**REVIEW:** *Boston Pilot* 119 (13 Nov 1948) 4. Sister Mary James Power, SSND. [Reprinted as appendix to article by John P. Collins “A Bee in His Bonnet: Thomas Merton, Emily Dickinson and Sister Mary James Power” *Merton Seasonal* 38.4 (Winter 2013), 17, q.v.]


**REVIEWS:**


**REVIEWS:**
- *Merton Seasonal* 35.3 (Fall 2010): 26-28. Monica Weis SSJ. [SA35.4.33]


**REVIEWS:**


**REVIEWS:**
- *American Benedictine Review* 57.3 (Sep 2006): 348-350. Taras Michael Miles. [SA31.4.38]
- *Merton Seasonal* 30.3 (Fall 2005): 27-30. Malgorzata Poks. [SA30.4.57]


**REVIEWS:**
- *Cithara* 56 (Spring 2015): 63-64. Paul Quenon OCSO.
Reviews of Books by Thomas Merton

Initiation into the Monastic Tradition Series


Reviews:
- American Benedictine Review 58.3 (Sep 2007): 351-352. Philip Timko OSB. [SA32.4.57]
- Cross Currents 58.4 (Dec 2008): 616-620. Mark DelCogliano. [SA34.2.22]
- Merton Seasonal 30.2 (Summer 2005): 30-31. Mary Margaret Funk OSB. [SA30.3.12]
- Sobornost 27.2 (2005): 85-88. Tim Vivian. [SA31.2.44]
- Sobornost 29.2 (2007): 120-122. Tim Vivian. [SA33.2.80]


Reviews:
- Cross Currents 58.4 (Dec 2008): 616-620. Mark DelCogliano. [SA34.2.22]
- Merton Seasonal 32.2 (Summer 2007): 40-41. Pascaleine Coff OSB. [SA32.3.11]


Reviews:
- American Benedictine Review 60.3 (Sep 2010): 321-22. Mary Forman OSB. [SA34.4.9]
- Cross Currents 58.4 (Dec 2008): 616-620. Mark DelCogliano. [SA34.2.22]
- Merton Seasonal 33.2 (Summer 2008): 27-29. Keith J. Egan. [SA33.3.15]


Reviews:


Reviews:
Reviews of Books by Thomas Merton

Initiation series continued


REVIEWS:

Catholic Books Review Available at: http://www.catholicbooksreview.org/2012/merton.htm Ryan Marr. [SA38.3.28]
Downside Review 130.460 (Jul 2012): 92-94. Richard Yeo OSB. [SA38.2.60]
Merton Seasonal 38.1 (Spring 2013): 35-36. Judith Sutera OSB. [SA38.2.54]
Tablet 267.8990 (23 Mar 2013): 27. Jon M. Sweeney. [SA38.2.55]


***


REVIEWS:

Expository Times 115.10 (Jul 2004): 349-349. David Scott. [ATLA]
Merton Annual 28.3 (Fall 2003): 25-27. Robert Barron. [SA28.4.3]
Monos 17.2 (Mar/Apr 2004): 4-5. Patrick Eastman. [SA29.2.20]


REVIEWS:

Church History 69.4 (Dec 2000): 938-940. Peter A. Huff. [ATLA]
Citeaux 52 (2001): 177-179. Fernando Beltrán Llavador. [SA26.4.3]
Irish Theological Quarterly 66.2 (2001), 191. Donal Flanagan. [IBR]
Sewanee Theological Review 44.3 (2001): 349-352. Timothy K. Jones. [ATLA]
Sojourners 29.6 (Nov 2000): 60-63. James H. Forest. [ATLA]
St. Anthony Messenger 110.2 (Jul 2002): 51-52. Matthew D. Kemper. [SA27.3.20]


REVIEW: Merton Seasonal 31.4 [Winter 2006]: 24-26. John P. Collins. [SA32.1.9]


Reviews of Books by Thomas Merton


**REVIEWS:**


**REVIEWS:**
- *Cithara* 56 (Spring 2015): 65-67. Monica Weis SSJ.


**REVIEWS:**
- *Merton Seasonal* 34.2 (Summer 2009): 36-38. Kathleen Deignan CND. [SA34.3.20]


**REVIEWS:**
- *Spiritual Life* 54.3 (Fall 2008): 185-186. David J. Centner OCD. [SA33.4.9]


**REVIEWS:**


**REVIEWS:**
- *American Benedictine Review* 57.3 (Sep 2006): 343-345. Pascal Baumstein OSB. [SA31.4.2]


**REVIEWS:**
- *Cistercian Studies Quarterly* 48.1 (2013): 137-140. Hyeokil Kwon. [SA38.2.33]
- *Spiritual Life* 53.3 (Fall 2007): 181-183. Jerry Ryan. [SA33.4.33]


**REVIEWS:**
Reviews of Books by Thomas Merton

Peace in the Post-Christian Era continued

Theology Digest 52.1 (Spring 2005): 69. W. Charles Heiser SJ. [SA30.4.30]
Theology Today 62.2 (Jul 2005): 290. M. Basil Pennington OCSO. [SA30.4.56]


Reviews:
Online review available at:


Reviews:


Reviews:
Catholic Library World 74.3 (Mar 2004). Ann Lynch SSJ. [SA29.3.46]
Catholic Books Review. Pamela A. Smith. Available at:
http://www.catholicbooksreview.org/2003/merton.htm [SA29.1.37]
Living Church (9 May 2004): 5-6. Mariana Keene. [SA29.3.41]
Merton Annual 17 (2004): 343-345. Mary Forman OSB. [SA30.1.29]
Online review available at:
Spirituality and Health: Spiritual Practices for Human Being. Frederic and Mary Ann Brussat. Available at:
Theology Digest 51.1 (Spring 2004): 77. W. Charles Heiser SJ. [SA29.3.34]


Reviews:
Catholic Register (20 Sep 2014), available online at:
http://www.catholicregister.org/arts/item/18836-merton-a-genre-on-his-own
Michael W. Higgins. [SA39.4.22]
Reviews of Books by Thomas Merton


REVIEWS:
American Benedictine Review 55.3 (Sep 2004): 341-343. Simeon J. Thole OSB. [SA29.4.62]
Merton Annual 16 (2003): 245-246. Terrence G. Kardong. [SA29.2.29]
Spiritus 2.2 (Fall 2002): 260-262. Lawrence S. Cunningham. [SA28.1.18]


REVIEWS:
Spiritus 9.2 (Fall 2009): 251-253. Christopher Pramuk. [SA35.1.36]


REVIEW: Boston Pilot 120 (17 Dec 1949) 16. Sister Mary James Power SSND. [Reprinted as appendix to article by John P. Collins,”A Bee in His Bonnet: Thomas Merton, Emily Dickinson and Sister Mary James Power,” Merton Seasonal 38.4 (Winter 2013), 18-19, q.v.]


REVIEWS:
Merton Seasonal 34.1 (Spring 2009): 29-32. Rose Marie Berger. [SA34.2.7]


REVIEWS:
Anglican Theological Review 83.3 (Summer 2001): 659-60. Tim Vivian. [SA27.1.49]


REVIEWS:
Cistercian Studies Quarterly 45.2 (2010): 220-221. Sally A. Paulsell. [SA35.2.34]
Merton Annual 21 (2008): 281-282. Donald Grayston. [SA34.3.26]
Merton Seasonal 33.3 (Fall 2008): 38-40. Daniel E. Potocki. [SA33.4.30]


REVIEWS:
California Bookwatch 8.9 (Sep 2013). Available online at:
http://www.midwestbookreview.com/calbw/sep_13.htm#ChristianStudies [SA38.4.28]
Catholic Family. Available at: http://www.cfnews.org.uk/CF_News_1953.htm#38 Tim Matthews. [SA38.3.29]
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Selected Essays continued


Merton Seasonal 38.3 (Fall 2013): 21-23. Dana Greene. [SA38.4.13]


Reviews:


Documentary Editing (Sep 2001): 57-58. Claire Badaracco. [SA26.4.2]


Reviews:

Cistercian Studies Quarterly 39.4 (2004): 479-481. Monica Weis SSJ. [SA29.4.64]

Living Church (9 May 2004): 5-6. Mariana Keene. [SA29.3.40]


Merton Seasonal. 28.2 (Summer 2003): 33-34. Wayne Simsic. [SA28.3.63]


Reviews:

Journal of Religion and Health 45.2 (Summer 2006): 304-305. Claude Barbre. [ATLA]


Please note that all the titles from Now You Know Media are also offered in MP3 format.

“*All the Living and the Dead*”: *The Literature of James Joyce*. Introduction by Dr. Michael W. Higgins + 4 Talks on 3 CDs. Rockville MD: Now You Know Media, 2013.

**Reviews:**


**Reviews:**
- *Merton Seasonal* 38.3 (Fall 2013): 31-32. Mary Murray McDonald. [SA38.4.25]


**Reviews:**


**Reviews:**


**Review:**


**Reviews:**


**Reviews:**


**Review:**


**Review:**
- *Merton Seasonal* 39.3 (Fall 2014): 38-40. Isaac Slater OCSO. [SA39.4.62]


**Reviews:**
- *Merton Seasonal* 37.3 (Fall 2012): 47-50. Gregory J. Ryan. [SA37.4.48]


**Reviews:**

Reviews:
- Merton Seasonal 38.1 (Spring 2013): 37-38. Suzanne Zuercher OSB. [SA38.2.61]


Reviews:
- Merton Seasonal 39.3 (Fall 2014): 35-37. Deborah Kehoe. [SA39.4.34]

Thomas Merton Tapes


“Irish Mysticism”; “De Conversione” (two tapes); “Chinese Thought and the Chinese Symbol of Chung”; “The Jesus Prayer”.


Reviews:
- Merton Seasonal 37.3 (Fall 2012): 51-53. Lars Adolfsson. [SA37.4.1]


Reviews:
- Merton Seasonal 38.3 (Fall 2013): 27-30. Gray Matthews. [SA38.4.24]


Reviews:
- Merton Seasonal 38.2 (Summer 2013): 47-50. Hyeokil Kwon. [SA38.3.22]
Reviewers


Allchin, A.M.


Amos, Clare.


Apel, William.


Aprile, Dianne


Atkinson, Morgan.


Bamberger, John Eudes OCSO


Bannon, Anthony

*Angelic Mistakes: The Art of Thomas Merton* (Lipsey). *Parabola* 31.2 (Summer 2006): 103-108. [SA31.2.3]


Barbre, Claude.

*A Year with Thomas Merton.* *Journal of Religion and Health* 45.2 (Summer 2006): 304-305. [ATLA]


Baumstein, Paschal


*On The Banks of Monks Pond: The Thomas Merton/Jonathan Greene Correspondence.* *American Benedictine Review* 57.3 (Sep 2006): 343-345. [SA31.4.2]
**Reviewers**


Belcastro, David Joseph.  


Beltrán Llavador, Fernando.  


Berger, John  


Berger, Rose Marie  


Betz, Margaret  


Bharat, Sandy.  

Blackford, Linda B.  

Bochen, Christine M.  


Brennan, Michael
Bridges to Contemplative Living with Thomas Merton, 1: Entering the School of Your Experience and Booklet 2: Becoming Who You Already Are (ed. Montaldo & Toth). “Merton as Contemplative Catalyst.” Merton Seasonal 31.3 (Fall 2006): 27-29. [SA31.4.7]

Bridges to Contemplative Living with Thomas Merton, Booklets 3-8 (ed. Montaldo & Toth). “Guidebooks for the Contemplative Journey.” Merton Seasonal 34.1 (Spring 2009): 33-36. [SA34.2.9]

Bridges to Contemplative Living with Thomas Merton: Advent and Christmas (ed. Montaldo & Toth). “Comforting and Discomforting Truths.” Merton Seasonal Fall 2010 (35.3): 32-34. [SA35.4.1]


Brussat, Frederic and Mary Ann


Buchanan, W.C.


Burton, Patricia A.
Encounters with Merton: Spiritual Reflections (Nouwen). Merton Seasonal 30.2 (Summer 2005): 32-35. [SA30.3.5]


Callahan, John J. Jr. Rev. of The Search for Wholeness (Merton) [CD set]. “Making Meaningful Connections.” Merton Seasonal 39.2 (Summer 2014): 42-43. [SA39.3.2]


Carr, Anne E. The Thomas Merton Encyclopedia (Shannon, Bochen & O’Connell). “A Fascinating Tour of Mertoniana.” Merton Seasonal 27.3 (Fall 2002): 27-29. [SA27.4.10]


Carvey, Kenneth.


Casey, Michael OCSO. On The Banks of Monks Pond: The Thomas Merton/Jonathan Greene Correspondence. Tjurunga 68 (May 2005): 33. [SA30.4.11]

Cassani, Genevieve SSND.

Reviewers


Christian, Graham


Chura, Walt SFO


Churas, Anthony. *The Franciscan Heart of Thomas Merton* (Horan). “A (Not So) Secret Son of Francis” *Merton Seasonal* 40.2 (Summer 2015) 31-33


Coff, Pascaline OSB


Collins, John P.

*“Bridges to Contemplative Living with Thomas Merton: A Review Essay.” Cistercian Studies Quarterly* 43.3 (2008): 339-348. [SA33.3.9]


Cooper, David D.


http://www.catholicbooksreview.org/2010/pramuk.htm [SA35.3.7]
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Reviews


Crider, Glenn

Crutcher, Ellyn
*Beyond the Shadow and the Disguise: Three Essays on Thomas Merton.* “Nurturing a Sacramental Awareness.” *Merton Seasonal* 32.2 (Summer 2007): 44-45. [SA32.3.16]
*You Know My Soul* (Wu). “Share the Prayer – Know the Soul.” *Merton Seasonal* 39.2 (Summer 2014): 37-38. [SA39.3.3]


Cunningham, Lawrence S.
*Survival or Prophecy?: The Letters of Thomas Merton and Jean Leclercq* (ed. Hart). *Spiritus* 2.2 (Fall 2002): 260-262. [SA28.1.18]

Crutcher, Ellyn
*Beyond the Shadow and the Disguise: Three Essays on Thomas Merton.* “Nurturing a Sacramental Awareness.” *Merton Seasonal* 32.2 (Summer 2007): 44-45. [SA32.3.16]
*You Know My Soul* (Wu). “Share the Prayer – Know the Soul.” *Merton Seasonal* 39.2 (Summer 2014): 37-38. [SA39.3.3]


Cunningham, Lawrence S.
*Survival or Prophecy?: The Letters of Thomas Merton and Jean Leclercq* (ed. Hart). *Spiritus* 2.2 (Fall 2002): 260-262. [SA28.1.18]

Thomas Merton: Prophet of Renewal (Bamberger). “Merton in His Monastic Milieu.” *Merton Seasonal* 31.2 (Summer 2006): 33-34. [SA31.3.16]
*Ad Reinhardt* (Corris). “Oldlutheranreinhardtcommiepaintblack.” *Merton Seasonal* 35.2 (Summer 2010): 42-43. [SA35.3.8]


Dart, Ron

Deignan, Kathleen CND
Deignan continued

Dekar, Paul R.


Del Prete, Thomas


DelCogliano, Mark


*Cassian and the Fathers; Pre-Benedictine Monasticism and An Introduction to Christian Mysticism.* (Merton, ed. O’Connell). *Cross Currents* 58.4 (Dec 2008): 616-620. [SA34.2.22]


Devereaux, Rima


de Waal, Esther


Reviewers

Doriot, Jeanne SP
In the *Dark Before Dawn: New Selected Poems of Thomas Merton* (ed. Szabo). *Cistercian Studies Quarterly* 43.1 (2008): 118-121. [SA33.2.22]

Dunhill, Stephen


Eastman, Patrick


Ellis, Peter


**Reviewers**

Farrelly, John OSB


360-363. [SA33.2.28]


Forest, Jim
*The Intimate Merton: His Life from His Journals. Sojourners* 29.6 (Nov 2000): 60-63. [ATLA]


Forman, Mary OSB


Fullerton, Timothy

25-27. [SA30.2.14]


35-36. [SA34.1.20]

Funk, Mary Margaret OSB. *Cassian and the Fathers: Initiation into the Monastic Tradition* (Merton, ed. O’Connell).

*Merton Seasonal* 30.2 (Summer 2005): 30-31. [SA30.3.12]

Galeazzi, Giacomo. *A Silent Action: Engagements With Thomas Merton* (Williams). “Con Thomas Merton il dialogo
Rowan Williams and Thomas Merton: The Long-distance Dialogue Between the Former Anglican Primate and
the Trappist Monk,” at: ttp://vaticaninsider.lastampa.it/en/reviews/detail/articolo/anglicani-anglicanos-anglicans-williams-27845/ [SA38.4.11]

Gardner, Fiona


*Merton Seasonal* 37.1 (Spring 2012): 29-33. [SA37.3.25]


Reviewers

Gardner continued


Golemboski, David.


Goswell, Karl.


Grayston, Donald.


**Reviewers**


Grip, Robert


*Thomas Merton: A Spiritual Guide for the Twenty-First Century* [CDs] (Ciorra) and *A Retreat with Thomas Merton* [CDs] (Goergen). *Merton Annual* 25 (2012): 236. [SA38.2.19]


Gros, Jeffrey FSC


Guevin, Benedict M. OSB


Gustafson, Hans


*Mission-Shaped Hermit: Thomas Merton, Mission and Spirituality* (James). *Cistercian Studies Quarterly* 47.2 (2012): 244-245. [SA37.3.32]

Haglof, Anthony

*Journeys into Emptiness: Dôgen, Merton, Jung and the Quest for Transformation* (Gunn). *Spiritual Life* 47.3 (Fall 2001): 179-181. [SA26.4.26]

Hall, Gary P.


Halter, Deborah


Hammett, Peter OSB


Hardcastle, Judith


Harford, James


Harries, Richard


Hart, Patrick OSO


*The Environmental Vision of Thomas Merton* (Weis). *Cistercian Studies Quarterly* 47.1 (2012): 116-117. [SA37.3.31]

*Thomas Merton: Twentieth-Century Wisdom for Twenty-First-Century Living* (Dekar). *Cistercian Studies Quarterly* 47.3 (2012): 360-361. [SA37.4.23]

Reviews


*Thomas Merton: Master of Attention: An Exploration of Prayer* (Waldron). *Theology Digest* 53.2 (Summer 2006): 189. [SA33.4.16]


*Simply Merton: Wisdom from His Journals* (Mundy). *Catholic Register* (20 Sep 2014), available online at: http://www.catholicregister.org/arts/item/18836-merton-a-genre-on-his-own [SA39.4.22]


Horan continued


Huff, Peter A. The Intimate Merton: His Life From His Journals (ed. Hart & Montaldo). Church History 69.4 (Dec 2000): 938-940. [ATLA]


James, Keith


Jester, Art
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Reviewers

The Intimate Merton: His Life From His Journals. Sewanee Theological Review 44.3 (2001): 349-352. [ATLA]


Keene, Mariana

Kehoe, Deborah
Thomas Merton and the Inclusive Imagination [Labrie]. Christianity and Literature 54.4 (Summer 2005): 623-627. [SA30.4.36]


Kilcourse, George A. Jr.


Knitter, Paul. Sophia: The Hidden Christ of Thomas Merton [Pramuk]. Theological Studies 71.3 (Sep 2010): 731-733. [SA35.3.20]


Martin, James SJ


Matthews, Gray


*Vatican II: The Sacred Liturgy and the Religious Life* (Merton) [CDs]. “Listening to Life Speaking.” *Merton Seasonal* 38.3 (Fall 2013): 27-30. [SA38.4.24]


Reviewers

McDonald, Mary Murray

McDonald, Patrick J. *The Wounded Heart of Thomas Merton* (Waldron). *Spiritual Life* 57.4 (Winter 2011): 247-249. [SA37.4.40]

McGregor, Michael.
*The Environmental Vision of Thomas Merton* (Weis). *Cithara* 52.2 (May 2013): 76-77. [SA38.4.26]


Monserrate, Carey. “Hiroshima, mon amour: A New Film Coincides with the Rebirth of the Nuclear Age.” *Cross Currents* 54.1 (Spr 2004): 96-104. [Refers to *Original Child Bomb*: Film and DVD inspired by Merton.] [CPI]

Montaldo, Jonathan


Milic, Sheila M.

Thomas Merton: Contemplative and Peace-maker (Beck). “Old Truths and New Myths.” *Merton Seasonal* 34.3 (Fall 2009): 27-30. [SA34.4.16]

Monseñor, Carey. “Hiroshima, mon amour: A New Film Coincides with the Rebirth of the Nuclear Age.” *Cross Currents* 54.1 (Spr 2004): 96-104. [Refers to *Original Child Bomb*: Film and DVD inspired by Merton.] [CPI]

Montaldo, Jonathan


Morgan, Patrick Thomas. “*All the Living and the Dead*: The Literature of James Joyce” (Merton) [CDs]. “Literary Merton: Joyce, Aesthetics and Contemplation.” *Merton Seasonal* 38.4 (Winter 2013): 37-40. [SA39.1.25]


Reviewers

O'Connell continued


Thomas Merton on Contemplation [Introd. Ciorra + 5 lectures, 4 CDs; Finding True Meaning and Beauty (4 lectures, 2 CDs); Thomas Merton’s Great Sermons. (introd. Ciorra + 4 lectures, 2 CDs); Vatican II: The Sacred Liturgy and the Religious Life 7. (Merton Lectures on 4 CDs; Thomas Merton on Sufism (introd. Ciorra + 13 Lectures on 7 CDs); Ways of Prayer: A Desert Father’s Wisdom (Introd. Ciorra + 13 lectures on 7 CDs); Thomas Merton on the 12 Degrees of Humility (introd. Ciorra + 16 lectures on 8 CDs); Solitude and Togetherness (Introd. Ciorra + 11 lectures on 11 CDs); The Prophet’s Freedom (introd. Ciorra + 8 Lectures on 8 CDs). Rockville MD: Now You Know Media, 2012. Merton Annual 26 (2013): 220-232. [SA39.2.52]


Thinking through Thomas Merton: Contemplation for Contemporary Times (Inchausti). American Benedictine Review 65.4 (Dec 2014): 430-34. [SA40.2.172]


Reviewers

Paguio, Erlinda G. Tom Merton: A Personal Biography (McDonald). “Finding Merton Familiar.” Merton Seasonal 33.1 (Spring 2008): 32-34. [SA33.2.50]


Paulsell, Sally A. In My Own Words (Merton ed. Montaldo). Cistercian Studies Quarterly 45.2 (2010): 220-221. [SA35.2.34]


A Journey with John Jacob Niles (Roberts & Warner). Merton Journal 8.2 (Advent 2002): 59-60. [SA27.1.34]


Reviewers

Pearson continued


Pennington, M. Basil OCSO

_The Thomas Merton Encyclopedia_ (Shannon, Bochen & O’Connell). _Theology Today_ 59.4 (Jan 2003): 64. [SA28.1.64]


Plekon, Michael

_Living with Wisdom: A Life of Thomas Merton_ (Forest). _Cistercian Studies Quarterly_ 44.4 (2009): 514-516. [SA35.1.33]


Poks, Malgorzata


Power, Sr Mary James SSND


(The two above reprinted as appendix to article by John P. Collins “A Bee in His Bonnet: Thomas Merton, Emily Dickinson and Sister Mary James Power.)

Reviewers

Pramuk, Christopher


Quenon, Paul OCSO


In The Valley of Wormwood: Cistercian Blessed and Saints of the Golden Age (Merton, ed. Hart). Cithara 56 (Spring 2015): 63-64.

Raab, Christian OSB


Raab, Joseph Quinn


Rebidoux, Michelle


Reviewers

Riess, Jana
(1 Oct 2001): 57. [SA27.1.37]
2002): 72-73. [SA27.3.32]
Advent and Christmas with Thomas Merton. Publishers Weekly 249.38 (23 Sep 2002): 42. [SA27.4.37]
2003): 65. [SA28.3.53]

Rippinger, Joel OSB
Signs of Peace: The Interfaith Letters of Thomas Merton (Apel). MID Bulletin 78 (Jan 2007): Available online at:
http://monasticdialog.com/a.php?id=803 [SA34.4.26]
Living with Wisdom: A Life of Thomas Merton (Forest). “Man of Dialogue, Man of Peace.” Monastic Interreligious
Monastic Observances: Initiation into the Monastic Tradition 5 (Merton, ed. O’Connell). American Benedictine
Review 62.3 (Sep 2011): 358-359. [SA36.4.33]

Rivera, Mary Anne. Merton and Friends: A Joint Biography of Thomas Merton, Robert Lax and Edward Rice

Rober, Daniel
Sophia: Hidden Christ of Thomas Merton (Pramuk). “Was He a Theologian?” Commonweal CXXXVIII.17
(7 Oct 2011): 37-38. [SA36.4.35]

Robinson, Meghan J.
Merton Seasonal 33.3 (Fall 2008): 36-37. [SA33.4.31]
On Christian Contemplation (Merton, ed. Pearson) and On Eastern Meditation by Thomas Merton (Merton, ed.


70-71. [SA34.4.27]


Ryan, Gregory J.
Seasonal 28.2 (Summer 2003): 35-37. [SA28.3.58]
Merton Seasonal 34.1 (Spring 2009): 37-38. [SA34.2.65]
Thomas Merton on Contemplation [CDs], (intro. Ciorra). “NowYouKnowMerton.” Merton Seasonal 37.3 (Fall 2012):
47-50. [SA37.4.48]

Ryan, James Emmett. The Catholic Imagination in American Literature (Labrie). American Literature 72.2 (Jun
2000): 445-46. [SA27.2.72]

Ryan, Jerry
Passion for Peace: Reflections on War and Nonviolence (Merton, ed. Shannon). Spiritual Life 53.3 (Fall 2007):
181-183. [SA33.4.33]
Soul Searching: The Journey of Thomas Merton (Atkinson) and Survival or Prophecy?: The Letters of Jean Leclercq

Schaeffer-Duffy, Claire. The Life You Save May Be Your Own: An American Pilgrimage (Elie). “Four Catholic Writers

Schlutz, Roberta. The Letters of Thomas Merton and Victor and Carolyn Hammer: Ad Majorem Dei Gloriam (ed.
Scutchfield & Holbrook). WVXU Cincinnati (16 Jan 2015); available online at:

Schneider, Robert. Thomas Merton and the Monastic Vision (Cunningham) and Thomas Merton's Paradise Journey:
Writings on Contemplation (Shannon). Spiritual Life 47.2 (Summer 2001): 120-23. [SA26.3.61]


Smock, Frederick


Somerville, Mary R. *Thomas Merton: Master of Attention* (Waldron). “Paying Attention to a Master.” *Merton Seasonal* 33.2 (Summer 2008): 33-34. [SA33.3.52]


Stewart, Mary L. *Seek the Silences with Thomas Merton* (Ringma). “Kernels of Truth.” *Merton Seasonal* 29.2 (Summer 2004): 36-37. [SA29.3.69]


Stuart, Angus


Stull, Bradford T.


Sunderman, Marilyn RSM


Reviewers

Sunderman continued


Szabo, Lynn R. *Thomas Merton and the Inclusive Imagination* (Labrie). Available online from: http://www.merton.ca/reviews/LabrieBySzabo [SA27.2.82]


Twomey, Gerald S. *Becoming Who You Are: Insights on the True Self from Thomas Merton and Other Saints* (Martin). *Cistercian Studies Quarterly* 43.2 (2008): 244-248. [SA33.2.79]


Vaughan, Matthew Emile
The Voice of the Stranger (Thomas Merton Society GB&I 2008).“Discerning Strange Voices.” Merton Seasonal (Fall 2010): 29-31. [SA35.4.32]

Vivian, Tim
Thomas Merton & the Monastic Vision (Cunningham). Anglican Theological Review 82.4 (Fall 2000): 837-38. [SA26.2.38]

Waldron, Robert
The Bossuet Conspiracy (Goodson). “A Novel Twist on Merton’s Death.” Merton Seasonal 29.2 (Summer 2004): 42-43. [SA29.3.81]
Scherib (Goodson). “A Novel Perspective.” Merton Seasonal 34.2 (Summer 2009): 41-42. [SA34.3.73]


Weis Monica SSJ
Thomas Merton: Hermit at the Heart of Things (Porter). “Intriguing Forays.” Merton Seasonal 33.3 (Fall 2008): 34-35. [SA33.4.37]

Weis Monica SSJ


A Silent Action: Engagements With Thomas Merton (Williams). Cithara 52.1 (Nov 2012): 72-73. [SA38.4.43]


Reviewers


Woodward, Michael


Wuske, Melissa. *The Franciscan Heart of Thomas Merton* (Horan); available online at: https://www.forewordreviews.com/reviews/the-franciscan-heart-of-thomas-merton [SA40.2.263]


Reviewers


The following abbreviated titles are used in this section: the full editors' names and publication details may be found in the Anthologies and Conference Papers section:

Across the Rim of Chaos (Stuart 2005)
Beyond the Shadow and the Disguise (TMS-GBI 2006)
Hidden in the Same Mystery (Thurston 2010)
Making Peace in the Post-Christian Era (Pax Christi 2006)
Merton and Hesychasm (Dieker & Montaldo 2003)
Merton and Buddhism (Thurston 2007)
Merton and Judaism (Bruteau 2003)
Merton and the Tao (Serrán-Pagán 2013)
Proceedings of the American Benedictine Academy Conventions 2006/2008 (Branigan)
Seeds of Hope (Beltran Llavador & Pearson 2008)
Studia Mertoniana 2 (Bielawski 2003)
Thomas Merton: A Mind Awake in the Dark (Pearson 1998)
Thomas Merton: Monk on the Edge (Labrie & Stuart 2012)
Thomas Merton: The World in My Bloodstream (Stuart 2004)
The Vision of Thomas Merton (O'Connell 2003)
The Voice of the Stranger (Thomas Merton Society GB&I 2008)
Universal Vision, a Centenary Celebration (Gardner, Griffin & Ellis 2015)
We Are Already One: Thomas Merton’s Message of Hope (Henry & Montaldo 2015)

Adolfsson, Lars
“Living the Question.” Universal Vision: A Centenary Celebration (Gardner, Griffin & Ellis 2014): 39-49. [SA40.2.1]
“Silence, Holiness, Sanctity.” Merton Seasonal 40.1 (Spring 2015): 3-5. [SA40.2.2]
Aitken, Mary. “Found Poetry in Thomas Merton’s The Seven Storey Mountain.” The Merton Seasonal 29.1 (Spring 2004): 19-25. [SA29.2.2]
Allchin, A.M.
“Our Lives, A Powerful Pentecost: Merton’s Meeting with Russian Christianity.” Merton and Hesychasm (Dieker & Montaldo 2003), 121-140. [SA28.2.1]
“The Worship of the Whole Creation: Merton and the Eastern Fathers.” Merton and Hesychasm (Dieker & Montaldo 2003), 103-120. [SA28.2.3]
“Can We Do Wales Then?” Merton Journal 13.2 (Advent 2006): 2-10. [SA32.1.2]
“A Liberator, a Reconciler.” Universal Vision: A Centenary Celebration (Gardner, Griffin & Ellis 2014): 145-149. [Reprint from Continuum, 1969.] (See also About Merton 1945-2000.) [SA40.2.3]
Articles and Essays

Allen, W. Lloyd

Allison, James
“Contemplation in a World of Violence II: The Strangeness of This Passivity...” Merton Journal 10.1 (Easter 2003): 4-12. [PP]


Ang, Daniel
“Unlearning Our Illusions: Merton’s Spiritual Revolution.” Spirituality 15 (Jan/Feb 2009): 36-41. [SA34.4.1]
“Freedom in the Contemporary Church: The Challenge of Thomas Merton.” Furrow 62.9 (Sep 2011): 482-491. [SA38.4.2]

Anglada, Eric. “Cities of the Dead: Thomas Merton and the Crisis of Urban Civilization.” Merton Seasonal 37.3 (Fall 2012): 35-42. [SA37.4.2]


Apel, William


“Merton’s Search for God.” Merton Seasonal 40.1 (Spring 2015): 5-6. [SA40.2.5]


Archer, Kathleen


**Articles and Essays**


Bamberger, John Eudes OCSO


“Thomas Merton and the Christian East.” *Merton and Hesychasm* (Dieker & Montaldo 2003), 141-152. [SA28.2.5]


“Thomas Merton: Monk and Contemplative.” *Cistercian Studies Quarterly* 43.4 (2008): 391-408. [SA33.4.2]


Bear, Virginia


Belcastro, David Joseph


“Praying the Questions: Merton of Times Square, Last of the Urban Hermits.” *Merton Annual* 20 (2007): 123-150. [SA33.2.3]

“Introduction: Angular Clouds of Unknowing.” *Merton Annual* 22 (2009): 5-10. [SA35.3.3]

“Introduction: The Ineffable Desert and the City or What We Call Home.” *Merton Annual* 25 (2012): 7-12. [SA38.2.2]


“Merton and Camus on Silence as the Language of Resistance.” *Merton Seasonal* 38.3 (Fall 2013): 17-20. [SA38.4.4]


Beltrán Llavador, Fernando


Articles and Essays

Beltrán Llavador continued


Berger, Rose Marie

“Out Where the Psalms Are Sung.” *Sojourners* 33.4 (Apr 2004): 37. [SA29.2.5]

“A Devout Meditation in Memory of Timothy McVeigh.” *Sojourners Magazine* 30.5 (Sep-Oct 2001): 33. [SA29.4.5]


Bochen, Christine M.


“Merton’s ‘Absurd Enterprise’: A Brief Foray into Script-Writing.” *Merton Seasonal* 38.1 (Spring 2013): 3-14. [SA38.2.6]


Articles and Essays


Bourgeault, Cynthia

“Merton in Love.” *Merton Seasonal* 27.2 (Summer 2002): 20-25. [SA27.3.1]


“Becoming What We Are.” *We Are Already One: Thomas Merton’s Message of Hope* (Henry & Montaldo 2015): 283-85. [SA40.2.19]


Bryden, Mary

“From Writing to Silence.” *Tablet* 262.8772 (13 Dec 2008): 8-9. [SA34.1.6]


Burris, Keith C. “A Pilgrimage to a Quiet Place.” *The Blade* (21 Sep 2014): B1, B2. [SA40.2.22]

Burton, Patricia A.


“The Bibliographer’s Tale.” *Merton Seasonal* 40.1 (Spring 2015): 8-10. [SA40.2.23]


Burton-Christie, Douglas


“Learning to See.” *Spiritus* 6.2 (Fall 2006): vii-ix. [SA31.4.10]

“Place-Making as Contemplative Practice.” *Anglican Theological Review* 91.3 (Summer 2009): 347-371. [SA37.4.6]
Articles and Essays


Cannon, Nass


“The Time of the End is the Time of No Room ... is the Time of ... a New Creation ... and Room for All.” *Merton Journal* 20.1 (Eastertide 2013): 40-48. [SA38.2.9]


Carraro, Lorenzo


Casagram, Michael OCSO. “In Search Of A Hidden Wholeness.” *We Are Already One: Thomas Merton’s Message of Hope* (Henry & Montaldo 2015): 253-54. [SA40.2.28]


Chittister, Joan. “What We Have to Be Is What We Are: Merton’s Unfinished Agenda.” *We Are Already One: Thomas Merton’s Message of Hope* (Henry & Montaldo 2015): 55-56. [SA40.2.32]


Chura, Walt SFO


Clark, Anthony E. “Can You Trust Thomas Merton?” *This Rock* 19.5 (May-Jun 2008): 6-11. [SA33.2.8]

Articles and Essays

Coady, Mary Frances


“Beyond *The Seven Storey Mountain*: Remembering Thomas Merton”; available online at: http://collegevilleinstitute.org/bearings/beyond-the-seven-storey-mountain [SA40.2.34]

Coff, Pascaline OSB


Collins, John P.


“A Passionist Friendship: Barnabas Ahern and Thomas Merton.” *Merton Seasonal* 34.2 (Summer 2009): 17-29. [SA34.3.15]


“A Tale of Two Teachers: Frank O’Malley and Thomas Merton” [University of Notre Dame teacher of Patrick Hart OCSO]. *Merton Seasonal* 37.3 (Fall 2012): 18-33. [SA37.4.10]


“Merton and Sister Power [brief article on Sister Mary James Power SSND and Merton’s interest in her study of Emily Dickinson: see also above essay ‘A Bee in His Bonnet’],” *Emily Dickinson International Society Bulletin* 26.2 (Nov-Dec 2014) 11-12, 30. [JPC]


Collins, Patrick W. “From Illusions Towards Truth: Thomas Merton’s ‘True Self’ and Gay Spirituality.” *Way* 44.3 (Jul 2005): 71-84. [SA30.3.7]

Collins, Roger


Collins, Roger continued


Conner, James OCSO


“Thomas Merton as Spiritual Director.” We Are Already One: Thomas Merton’s Message of Hope (Henry & Montaldo 2015): 204-207. [SA40.2.39]

Conniff, Brian. “John Tracy Ellis and the Figure of the Catholic Intellectual.” Catholic Education 10.1 (Sep 2006): 76-88. [CPI]

Contino, Paul J. “Milsz and Merton at the Metropolis: The Corn of Wheat Bears Fruit in Second Space.” Renascence 63.3 (Spring 2011): 177-187. [SA37.1.15]


Cook, Mary Alice. “Merton, the Sisters and a Call to Community.” In Community [Saint John Orthodox Cathedral Newsletter – Eagle River, Alaska] 2.3 (Summer 2006): 4-5. [SA31.3.10]

Cooper, Jeffrey CSC

“Plight of the Peregrinatus.” Merton Seasonal 27.3 (Fall 2002): 22-26. [SA27.4.14]


Corless, Roger J.


Crider, Glenn


and Victor A. Kramer

“What To Listen For: Merton as Teacher – A Note.” Cross Currents 58.4 (Dec 2008): 613-615. [SA34.2.18]


“A Bibliographical Note: Merton’s Complete Journal as Emblem of the Spiritual Journey.” Cross Currents 59.1 (Mar 2009): 88-89. [SA34.2.16]

Cronin, James G.R.

“‘No Such Thing as Innocent By-standing’: The Bystander Motif in the Social Writings of Thomas Merton.” Universal Vision: A Centenary Celebration (Gardner, Griffin & Ellis 2014): 72-84. [SA40.2.41]


Culliford, Larry


Articles and Essays

Culliford continued

Cunningham, Lawrence S.


“In the Company Of Thomas Merton.” We Are Already One: Thomas Merton’s Message of Hope (Henry & Montaldo 2015): 220-221. [SA40.2.42]

Cuntz, Detlev

“Thomas Merton and the Search for Owen Merton.” The Vision of Thomas Merton (O’Connell 2003), 23-41. [SA28.2.15]

Daggy, Robert E.
“Thomas Merton’s Critique of Language.” Merton Seasonal 27.1 (Spring 2002): 11-15. [SA27.2.19]

Dart, Ron
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de Waal, Esther
“It Is There All the Time…” Merton As a Guide to Awareness.” Merton Journal 11.1 (Easter 2004): 30-32. [SA29.3.80]


Dear, John SJ
“Thomas Merton’s Hopeful Life of Peace.” We Are Already One: Thomas Merton’s Message of Hope (Henry & Montaldo 2015): 244-49. [SA40.2.47]

Deignan, Kathleen CND
“Within the Shadow and the Disguise: Thomas Merton’s Sacramental Vision.” Beyond the Shadow and the Disguise (TMS-GBI 2006): 44-60. [SA31.4.16]
“Love for the Paradise Mystery” Thomas Merton: Contemplative Ecologist.” Cross Currents 58.4 (Dec 2008): 545-569. [SA34.2.19]
“Masters of the Cosmos and the Soul: Thomas Berry and Thomas Merton in Dialogue.” Merton Seasonal 36.2 (Summer 2011): 11-21. [SA36.3.8]
“Dreaming Together with Wisdom.” Merton Seasonal 38.3 (Fall 2013): 3-10. [SA38.4.8]

Dekar, Paul R.
“Thomas Merton, Gandhi, the “Uprising” of Youth in the ‘60s, and Building Non-Violent Movements Today.” Merton Seasonal 31.4 (Winter 2006): 16-23. [SA32.1.15]

Del Prete, Thomas
**Articles and Essays**

Del Prete continued


Dunhill, Stephen


Eastman, Patrick


Egan, Keith J.


Ellis, Peter


Articles and Essays


“Going East with Merton: Forty Years Later – And Coming West with Paramahansa Yogananda Today.” *Cross Currents* 59.1 (Mar 2009): 49-68. [SA34.2.28]

Feister, John. “Special Section: Thomas Merton 100 Years.” *St. Anthony Messenger* 122.8 (2015): 28. [SA40.2.65]


Finley, James


Flynn, Joanne


Forest, Jim


“Mountain Man: Thomas Merton, Monk for the World.” *U. S. Catholic* 74.2 (Feb 2009): 47-48. [SA34.1.18]

“Thomas Merton: Monk of the Undivided Church.” *Merton Seasonal* 34.1 (Spring 2009): 3-11. [SA34.2.29]


“On Holy Perseverance” [Merton and Dorothy Day]. *Catholic Worker* LXXXII.1 (Jan/Feb 2015): 1, 4. [ITMS Newsletter 22.1]

“Thomas Merton as a Messenger of Hope.” *We Are Already One: Thomas Merton’s Message of Hope* (Henry & Montaldo 2015): 30-34. [SA40.2.72]


Articles and Essays

Golemboski continued


“Beliefs And Politics: Thomas Merton’s Political Theology.” We Are Already One: Thomas Merton’s Message of Hope (Henry & Montaldo 2015): 250-52. [SA40.2.86]


Grayston, Donald


“Monastic in His Own Way: Thomas Merton and Leonard Cohen.” Merton Seasonal 34.3 (Fall 2009): 3-9. [SA34.4.10]


REPRINT: We Are Already One: Thomas Merton’s Message of Hope (Henry & Montaldo 2015): 224-27. [SA40.2.88]


Griffith, Sidney H.

“Mystics and Sufi Masters: Thomas Merton and Dialogue Between Christians and Muslims.” Islam and Christian-Muslim Relations 15.3 (Jul 2004): 299-316. [SA32.4.19]


Grip, Robert

“Thomas Merton and Fulton Sheen: Roots in the Past with Messages for Eternity.” Merton Seasonal 36.3 (Fall 2011): 3-10. [SA36.4.19]

“Soul Brothers.” The Merton Seasonal 40.1 (Spring 2015): 21-23. [SA40.2.90]

“Thomas Merton Found Me by Chance, Six Years after His Death.” We Are Already One: Thomas Merton’s Message of Hope (Henry & Montaldo 2015): 102-103. [SA40.2.92]


Gustafson, Hans

“Place, Spiritual Anthropology and Sacramentality in Thomas Merton’s Later Years.” Merton Annual 25 (2012): 74-90. [SA38.2.20]

“Why Merton Matters to This Non-Catholic.” Merton Seasonal 40.1 (Spring 2015): 23-24. [SA40.2.94]


Hall, Gary P.
“A City is Something You Do…” Thomas Merton: A Mind Awake in the Dark (Pearson 2002), 130-140. [SA27.2.32]


Hardcastle, Judith

“Three Nuggets about Tom And Me.” We Are Already One: Thomas Merton’s Message of Hope (Henry & Montaldo 2015): 120-22. [SA40.2.98]

Harford, James
“Thomas Merton and Friends in the 1940s.” Merton Seasonal 29.3 (Fall 2004): 9-23. [SA29.4.19]

“Lax, Merton and Rice on War and Peace.” Merton Annual 19 (2006): 234-254. [SA32.3.31]


Hart, Patrick OCSO
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“Unfolding of a New World: Thomas Merton & Buddhism.” Merton and Buddhism (Thurston 2007): 15-27. [SA32.3.82]
“Thomas Merton and St. Paul.” Merton Seasonal 34.1 (Spring 2009): 14-19. [SA34.2.74]
“I Spoke Most of Prayer’: Thomas Merton on the West Coast (11 Sep - 15 Oct 1968),” Merton Seasonal 35.3 (Fall 2010): 10-19. [SA35.4.29]
Articles and Essays

Thurston continued

“‘Creative Consent’: Thomas Merton on Saying ‘Yes’.” *Merton Journal* 19.1 (Eastertide 2012): 36-42. [SA37.3.76]

“Do Not Depend on the Hope of Results” [‘Letter to a Young Activist’]. *New People* 42.6
(2012): 6. [SA37.3.77]

“Hidden from Men in Glory”: Thomas Merton and St. Charbel Makhlouf.” *Merton Seasonal* 37.1 (Spring 2012):
21-26. [SA37.3.78]

“An Absolute Duty to Rebel”: Thomas Merton, Religious Women and the Challenges of Vatican II.” *The Merton
Seasonal* 39.2 (Summer 2014): 14-25. [SA39.3.37]


“Icon and/or Metaphor.” *Merton Seasonal* 40.1 (Spring 2015): 67-69. [SA40.2.252]


“Waking From a Dream of Separateness: Thomas Merton’s Principles of Interreligious Dialogue.” *Cistercian

Tobin, Mary Luke SL


“Prayer and Commitment in Thomas Merton.” *Hidden in the Same Mystery* (Thurston 2010): 63-80. [SA35.3.54]


Christian Education* 49.3 (2006): 32-42. [ATLA]

*Spiritual Life* 57.4 (Winter 2011): 211-217. [SA37.4.56]

Tosch, Jono. “Thomas Merton.” *Jubilat* 21. Available online at:
http://www.jubilat.org/jubilat/archive/issue21/two_poems_4/ [SA37.3.82]

27-40. [SA29.2.49]

*Cistercian Studies Quarterly* 43.4 (2008): 409-426. [SA33.4.36]; (Part Two)” *Cistercian Studies Quarterly* 44.1
(2009): 1-20. [SA34.1.78]

Tyler, Peter

“A Spirit of Optimism’: Thomas Merton and a Christian Spirituality for a New Millennium.” *Pastoral Review* 2.4
(Jul-Aug 2006): 10-15. [SA34.3.70]

2008): 36-41. [SA34.3.71]

“Merton at Fifty.” *Merton Journal* 17.1 (Eastertide 2010): 4-11. [SA35.2.43]


7-26. [ABELL]

Vaughan, Matthew Emile. “Thomas Merton’s Allegory of Adam: It’s Theology and Implications.” *Journal of Faith
and the Academy* 3.1 (Summer 2010): 31-39. [SA35.3.56]

Veilleux, Armand OCSO. “Monk on a Journey” [REPRINT from *Thomas Merton/Monk*; see About Merton 1945-2001.]


Wagner, Francis de Sales OSB. “Stillness in Prayer: The Desert Fathers and Thomas Merton.” *Spiritual Life* 58.3
(Fall 2012): 138-145. [SA38.4.41]

Waldron, Robert G.

“Two English Diarists/Reviewers and Thomas Merton.” *Merton Seasonal* 28.2 (Summer 2003):
28-32. [SA28.3.69]

34-37. [SA29.1.42]

21-27. [SA30.2.45]
Waldron continued 
“Thomas Merton’s Prufrockian Moment Transcended: A Journey From Fear to the Exquisite Risk of Love.” 


Ware, Kallistos 
“How Do We Enter the Heart, and What Do We Find When We Enter?” *Merton and Hesychasm* (Dieker & Montaldo 2003), 3-16. [SA28.2.80]

“We Are Already One: Thomas Merton’s Message of Hope” (Henry & Montaldo 2015): 323. [SA40.2.258]


Weaver, Mary Jo. “Conjectures of a Disenchanted Reader.” *Horizons* 30.2 (Fall 2003): 285-296. [SA29.1.44]


Weis, Monica SSJ 

“We Are Already One: Thomas Merton’s Message of Hope” (Henry & Montaldo 2015): 299-302. [SA32.4.59]

Whalen, Robert Weldon 
“Thomas Merton and Hannah Arendt: Desert and City in Cold-War Culture.” *Merton Annual* 25 (2012): 132-143. [SA38.2.57]

Articles and Essays


Articles and Essays


Zuercher, Suzanne


Zycinski, Abp Józef


Homilies


Casagram, Michael OCSO


“Remembering Father Flavian at Gethsemani: A Reflection at the Memorial Mass for Fr. Flavian Burns, OCSO, October 20, 2005.” Merton Seasonal 31.1 (Spring 2006): 3-4. [SA31.2.8]

Conner, James OCSO


“Pentecost 2011: Closing Homily of the ITMS Twelfth General Meeting.” Merton Seasonal 36.3 (Fall 2011): 12-14. [SA36.4.9]


Kelty, Matthew, OCSO. Gethsemani Homilies.


O’Brien, Patrick

“And When I am Lifted up from the Earth I Shall Draw all to Myself.” A Homily.” Thomas Merton: A Mind Awake in the Dark (Pearson 2002), 174-176. [SA27.2.53]


Ross, Mary SND. “Centenary Prayers” (prayers written for the celebratory mass conducted by Fr Willy Slavin at St Simon’s Church, Glasgow on 31 Jan 2015). Merton Journal 22.1 (Easteride 2015): 23-33. [TMJ]

Shannon, William H. “Corpus Christi 2009: Closing Homily of the ITMS Eleventh General Meeting June 14, 2009.” Merton Seasonal 34.3 (Fall 2009): 11-13. [SA34.4.29]

Bibliographic Essays


Burton, Patricia A.


“Bibliography of the Writings of William H. Shannon.” Merton Seasonal 37.2 (Summer 2012): 38-47. [SA37.3.8]
Articles and Essays

Bibliographic Essays continued


Pearson, Paul M. “Merton and Buddhism: A Bibliography.” Merton and Buddhism (Thurston 2007), 243. [SA32.3.63]


Merton Annual Bibliographic Reviews


Arcement, Kyle. “In the School of the Prophets: The Formation of Thomas Merton’s Prophetic Spirituality” [doctoral]. Washington DC: Catholic University of America, 2013. [SA38.2.1]


Blackwell, Thomas. “How Did Thomas Merton Understand the Contemplative Life as Leading to a Life of Active Engagement With the World?” [bachelor’s]. Cardiff, Wales: Cardiff University, 2005. [SA30.4.8]


Bubel, Katherine. “Recovering Sophia: The Judeo-Christian Wisdom Figure and the Sophiological Aesthetics of Gerard Manley Hopkins and Thomas Merton” [master’s]. Langley BC, Canada: Trinity Western University, 2009. [SA35.1.6]


Chan, Pui Fun Doris. “Contemplation and Action: Thomas Merton’s Understanding of Kenotic Christ” [master’s]. Hong Kong: Chinese University of Hong Kong, 2005. [SA37.4.7]

Choi, Bong Kyu. “Select Themes in Thomas Merton’s Thought as a Resource for Korean Presbyterianism” [doctoral]. Toronto, Canada: University of St. Michael’s College, 2011. [SA37.4.8]

Cook, Megan. “A Journey of Paradox: Thomas Merton on Being Human” [bachelor’s]. Langley BC, Canada: Trinity Western University, 2004. [SA30.3.8]


Cullen, Thérèse A. “Love is the Measure: The Lives of Dorothy Day and Thomas Merton as Counter-Cultural Models of the Church” [master’s]. Chicago: Catholic Theological Union, 2004. [SA29.4.15]


Ferrell, Michael A. “All These Wars: Thomas Merton Confronts Cold War America” [master’s]. Ohio: Ohio University, 2001. [SA32.1.18]


George, Virginia S. “Thomas Merton: Another Look at Enneagram Type” [master’s]. San Jose CA: John F. Kennedy University, 2010. [SA38.3.14]


Harrod, Joshua M. “Thomas Merton’s Antipoetry of Resistance” [master’s]. Radford VA: Radford University, 2005. [SA30.4.29]

Haynes, Carter J. “A Hermeneutic Reappraisal of Thomas Merton’s Approach to Spiritual Development” [doctoral]. Santa Barbara CA: Fielding Graduate University, 2012. [SA37.3.33]


Kwasnik, Danuta. “Anthropological and Spiritual/Theological Model of the Dialogue Between Christianity and Zen Buddhism According to Thomas Merton” [doctoral]. Lublin, Poland: John Paul II Catholic University of Lublin, 2013. [SA38.3.21]


Theses and Dissertations

McKibbon, Susan E. “Dharma Monks: A Discussion of Henry Miller’s Big Sur and the Oranges of Hieronymus Bosch and Thomas Merton’s The Seven Storey Mountain” [master’s]. Saint Paul MN: University of St. Thomas, 2003. [SA32.1.38]


Neuhoff, Andrea Lynn

“Making America’s Monk: Editing Thomas Merton’s The Seven Storey Mountain” [master’s]. Santa Barbara CA: University of California, 2010. [SA36.2.58]


Peach, Robert K. FSC


“Into the Cavern: A Study of Consciousness through the Lens of Thomas Merton’s Mystical Poetics” [master’s]. Glenside PA: Arcadia University, 2008. [SA33.4.27]


Scruggs, Ryan
“Thomas Merton and the Bible: Reading that Transforms” [bachelors]. Calgary AB: University of Calgary, 2005. [SA30.3.28]

“Faith Seeking Understanding: Thomas Merton’s Interest in Karl Barth” [master’s]. Montreal: McGill University, 2009. [SA35.2.37] [SA35.3.44]


Shaw, Jeffrey M. “Thomas Merton and Jacques Ellul on Technology and Freedom” [doctoral]. Newport RI: Salve Regina University, 2012. [SA38.3.34]
Theses and Dissertations


Stewart, Dustin Donahue. “Reading in(to) Thomas Merton” [master’s]. Waco TX: Baylor University, 2004. [SA29.4.61]

St. Onge, Timothy S. “Cosmosophia: The Dwelling of the Divine in the Contemporary World” [doctoral]. Mishawaka IN: Graduate Theological Foundation, 2010. [SA37.3.72]


Ulm, Christopher. “The Influence of Thomas Merton on the Emerging Church” [master’s]. Trinity Saint David, Wales: University of Wales, 2012. [SA38.3.41]

Usery, Jimmie Dean. “An Inquiry into Thomas Merton’s Search for the True Self: A Study of the Journals” [doctoral]. Waco TX: Baylor University, 2001. [SA27.2.90]


Weresch, Joshua. “Voices in the Wilderness: Monasticism in Dostoevsky’s The Brothers Karamazov and Thomas Merton” [bachelors]. Hamilton ON: McMaster University, 2004. [SA29.3.82]


Cistercian Bulletins

Bouillon, Brigitte

Collectanea Cisterciensia 64.1 (2002)


Henel, Pierre-Aelred

Collectanea Cisterciensia 64.1 (2002):

On Thomas Merton, Essential Writings selected with an introduction by Christine M. Bochen: 151. [SA27.2.68]


### Newspaper Articles, Letters to the Editor

**1999**


**2000**

“Thomas Merton. You’re A Miracle...Pass It On!” Monica F. Doherty. *Writers Club Press* [San Jose CA], 110-111. [SA26.2.6]

**2001**

**January**


**March**

“Collection of Merton Books Donated.” *Roots* [Trinity Western University, Langley BC Canada] 13.1: 3. [SA26.2.3]


March 14: “Laconia Sculptor Creates Bronze Likeness for Bellarmine U.” Randy West. *Corydon Democrat* [Corydon IN]: 1. [SA26.2.40]


**September**


**Winter**


December 13: “Bellarmine Unveils New Merton Statue.” *Record* [Louisville] 123.50: 8. [SA27.1.3]

**2002**

**January**


February 17: “Writer to Discuss Divide Between Christians, Jews.” Peter Smith. *Courier-Journal* [Louisville KY]: B3. [SA27.2.77]


**June**


July 14: “In the Spirit of the World.” Lynne Pate. *Sunday Star-Ledger* Section 10: 5. [SA27.3.28]

News

2003
June
12: “Cathedral Will Host Program Examining Merton and Judaism.” Glenn Rutherford. Record
125.24: 10. [SA28.3.57]
15: “Tuesday is Merton Night at the Cathedral.” Keith Runyon. Courier-Journal: I-5. [SA28.3.56]
July

2004

June 27: “Interest Still Growing In Thomas Merton.” Kathleen Casey. New Zealand Catholic 190. [SA29.3.9]
July
“Hiroshima Century” [Editorial]. Michael Hill. Tui Motu InterIslands: 2. [SA29.3.36]
24: “Merton Retreat Draws Ecumenical Crowd.” Keli Jacobi. Arkansas Catholic: 3. [SA29.4.28]
December
News

2005
“Spooked At Every Turn [re Censorship].” Thomas W. Roberts. National Catholic Reporter 41.19: 2. [AcASAP Ex]

January


March

April
“A Week With Thomas Merton.” Elderhostel: Discover North America 8.2: 63. [SA30.2.46]


June

July

October

November
4: “Catholic teacher fired for failing to display flag.” National Catholic Reporter. 7. Claire Schaeffer-Duffy. (Summary: Stephen Kobasa taped two notes to the flagpole in his classroom: A quote from the Trappist monk Thomas Merton about the church not belonging to “any political power bloc” and a verse from St. Paul’s letter to the Galatians, emphasizing the universality of Christ: “There is neither Jew nor Greek … for you are all one in Christ Jesus.”) [proquest.com]

December
8: “Spiritual Author on Exhibit at Art Center.” Beacher: 8. [SA31.1.18]

126
2006


January

“Vogue and ‘The Waters of Siloe’.” Tom Howard. Crisis 24.1: 64. [CPI]

February

17: “Large Set of Merton Papers Given to Bellarmine.” Courier-Journal: B4. [SA31.2.20]
23: “Merton Collection Donated To Center.” Catholic Record [Louisville]128.7: 7. [SA31.2.31]
23: “Merton Conference Planned At Bellarmine.” Catholic Record [Louisville]128.7: 7. [SA31.2.32]

March


April


July


August

10: “Pilgrimage Will Mark 9-11, Gandhi Anniversary: From Sept. 7 to 11, 50 Pilgrims Will Trek From Gethsemani to 4th and Muhammad Ali Corner.” Glenn Rutherford. Record 128.31: 1, 8. [SA31.3.54]

September


October 18: “Publisher Speaks About Merton and Others.” Kerri Daly. Concord 57.6: 3. [SA31.4.14]


December

7: “Thomas Merton Documentary to Have Initial Showing Dec. 11.” Record [Louisville] 128.48: 3. [SA32.1.57]
News

2007


June

“Harding Speaks on Merton.” Bellarmine (Summer 2007): 24. [SA32.4.21]
August
26: “A Hidden Wholeness: The Photography of Thomas Merton.” Catholic Times [Columbus] 56.45. [SA32.4.23]
31: “Photos Carry Message of Peace.” Tim Ahrens. Columbus Dispatch: B5. [SA32.4.1]
September 27: “Merton Center Conference to Focus on the Late Trappist Monk’s Poetry.” Record 129.38: 6. [SA32.4.38]

October
24: “Merton Receives Attention on Campus and Around Louisville.” Bradley Kimbel. Concord 58.8: 6. [SA32.4.25]

November

December

2008

January

February

March
13: “In Honor of Thomas Merton, Discover Your Epiphany and Share Your Vision with Others.” Thomas M. Williams. Record 130.8: 5. [SA33.2.84]
13: “Thomas Merton Remembered: Programs to Recall Monk’s Louisville Epiphany: The 50-Year Anniversary of Merton’s Experience at a Downtown Intersection Will Be Celebrated.” Glenn Rutherford. Record 130.8: 1, 12. [SA33.2.62]
14: “Intersection to Be Known as Merton Square: Downtown Epiphany Changed Monk’s Course.” Peter Smith. Courier-Journal 140.117: B1, B3. [SA33.2.67]
2008: March continued


April


May


July


August


29: “Ireland: A Land of Terrible Beauty” [#51]; “Thomas Merton and Irish Monasticism” [#52]. John P. Collins. *Catholic Free Press* [Worcester MA] [two columns on the same day].

September


October


10: “Merton Remains a Figure of ‘Compelling Significance’.” Michael Nowlan. *New Freeman* [Saint John NB, Canada] 108.41: 8. [SA34.1.43]


24: “Father Thomas Merton: Advent and Christmas.” *New Freeman* [Saint John NB, Canada] 108.43: 2. [SA34.1.41]

November


7: “Thomas Merton’s ‘Many Pathways to Peace’.” Michael Nowlan. *New Freeman* [Saint John NB, Canada] 108.45: 11, 15. [SA34.1.52]


2008: November continued

28: Lunch With . . . Dr. Paul Pearson, Director of the Merton Center, Bellarmine University.” Courier-Journal 141.10: A10. [SA34.1.31]

30: “Leaders Like Merton Embody the Struggle into Holiness.” Michael W. Higgins. Catholic Register. [SA34.1.28]

December

7: “Remembering Thomas Merton: A Final Communion with ‘Uncle Louie’.” Patrick Hart OCSO. Courier-Journal 141.19: H1, 4. [SA34.1.25]

7: “The Monk/Poet’s Journey Toward Silence.” Frederick Smock. Courier-Journal 141.19: H1, 4. [SA34.1.71]

8: “Thomas Merton’s Works Live On.” Peter Smith. Courier-Journal 141.20: B1, 4. [SA34.1.70]


26: “40 Years After His Death, Merton Still Mystifies.” Michael W. Higgins. Telegraph-Journal [Saint John, New Brunswick]. [SA34.1.26]

2009


April 9: “Merton Center Receives Donation of the Late Monk’s Letters, Artwork.” Record [Louisville] 131.14: 9. [SA34.2.53]

May


9: “Thomas Merton: More Than 350 People Attend Tablet Forum In Douglaston.” Marie Elena Giossi. Tablet 102.6: 3, 10-11. [SA34.2.31]


July

5: “Voice of Pilgrimage’ Elected to Top International Post: Robert Grip Named President of Thomas Merton Society.” The Byzantine Catholic World 54.9 (July 5, 2009): 11. [SA34.3.72]


Winter 2009: “Banner of Thomas Merton and the Dalai Lama Unveiled in Garden.” Center for Interfaith Relations: Many Faiths, One Heart, Common Action: 1. [SA34.1.3]
News

2010


January


22: “Thomas Merton in the City.” Angelo Stagnaro. *National Catholic Reporter* 46.7: 3a-4a. [SA35.1.48]


March 12: “No One Sincerely Confesses His Own Sin Without at the Same Time Pardoning His Brother.” [#69]. John P. Collins. *Catholic Free Press* [Worcester MA].


July


October

15: “A Recent Visit To Assisi Brings Francis Story To Life” [#76, s/b 75]. John P. Collins. *Catholic Free Press* [Worcester MA].

21: “Friendship of Merton and Day is Examined: Lecture Highlights the Letter-writing Friendship of Trappist Monk and Catholic Worker.” Marnie McAllister. *Catholic Record* 132.41: 2. [SA35.4.20]


December


2011


[http://www.episcopalchurch.org/80050_126672_ENG_HTM.htm](http://www.episcopalchurch.org/80050_126672_ENG_HTM.htm) [SA36.1.17]


February


April


August 3: “Thomas Merton Exhibit to Open at St. Andrew’s United Church and Centre for Peace.” Judith Hardcastle. *Golden Star* 120.31: A14. [SA36.3.16]

News

2011 continued

September
19: “Of Many Things.” Karen Sue Smith. America 205.7: 2. [SA36.4.40]


2012

March


June
23: “My Hero Thomas Merton.” Nicola Barker. Guardian Saturday Review. 5. [SA37.3.3]


November


2013


Spring:
“Buddhist Mandala at Merton Center.” Bellarmine (Spring 2013): 10-11. [SA38.2.7]

May


August
News

2013 continued

September


2014

January

March


May


Fall 2014 “The Unquiet Monk; Thomas Merton’s Questing Faith: Professor Michael W. Higgins Completes Two Books on Thomas Merton.” Sacred Heart University (Fall 2014): 30-31. [SA40.2.254]


December
5-18: The National Catholic Reporter 51.4:
“Merton Discussions Foster Prisoners’ Prayer Life.” Tanya Connor: 6a.[SA40.2.40]; “Merton’s Life at a Glance.” Mick Forgey, 2a. [SA40.2.73]
“Thomas Merton at 100.” Patricia Lefevere. 1a-4a. [SA40.2.130]

News

2015
January-February:
REPRINT: “Thomas Merton: Speaking from Silence.” Emanuel Magazine 121.1: 31-36. [SA40.2.185]

January
25: “Thomas Merton, a Monk and Scholar with Ties to Kentucky, Was Born 100 Years Ago This Week.” David Schuh. WDRB News; available at: http://www.wdrb.com/story/27936066/monk-scholar-and-kentucky-native-thomas-merton-was-born-100-years-ago-this-month [SA40.2.222]
REPRINT: The Boston Pilot; available online at: http://www.thebostonpilot.com/article.asp?ID=173005 [SA40.2.217]

February
1: “Merton Centennial Marked at Manhattan Church Where He Was Baptized.” Mary Ann Poust. Catholic New York 34.11: 2, 15. [SA40.2.202]
2: “Thomas Merton Centenary.” John P. Collins. Catholic Free Press; available online at: http://www.catholicfreepress.org/commentary/2015/02/02/thomas-merton-centenary/ [SA40.2.38]
News

2015 February continued


8: “Centenary Contemplations, Observations For a Monk For All Ages and Seasons.” George Kilcourse. Courier-Journal: H1, H4. [SA40.3.77]

March


April


Interviews

Note: The following abbreviated title is used in this section: the full editors’ names and publication details may be found in the Books: Biography section:


Berrigan, Daniel


Conner, James OCSO


Elie, Paul


Interviews

Hart, Patrick OCSO
http://216.24.56.185:8080/WFPL%27s%20State%20of%20Affairs/ [SA28.4.28]


Malits, Elena CSC. Soul Searching: The Journey of Thomas Merton (Atkinson & Montaldo 2008) 17, 19, 24, 26, 32-33, 58, 154, 170.

Marty, Martin E.


Pearson, Paul M.


Quenon, Paul OCSO.

Richardson, Jane Marie SL. “Remembering Luke [Sr Mary Luke Tobin]: An Interview with Jane Marie Richardson SL” by Mary Frances Lottes SL, with Mary Swain SL. Merton Seasonal 32.2 (Summer 2007): 3-7. [SA32.3.66]


137
Interviews

*Merton Annual* 18 (2005): 77-95. [SA31.3.13] and [SA31.3.31]


Poetry


Baker, Kathleen
“Fastening Myself to the Page: Three Owen Merton Paintings, 1923.” Merton Seasonal 34.1 (Spring 2009): 12-13. [SA34.2.3]


Bingham, Anne. “The Blessing of Father Louis.” Merton Seasonal 27.3 (Fall 2002): 10. [SA27.4.8]


Callahan, Annice RSCJ. “Desert Magnificat of Las Soledad.” Merton Seasonal 28.3 (Fall 2003): 20. [SA28.4.10]


Carpenter, Dan. “Wendell Berry, Father Louis and Beauty of Lost Causes.” Merton Seasonal 36.2 (Summer 2011): 22. [SA36.3.5]


Cooper, Jeffrey CSC


Culliford, Larry. “Corpus Christi (for Bill Shannon).” Merton Seasonal 34.3 (Fall 2009): 14-15. [SA34.4.5]

Dalgarino, Scott. “Urge to Travel: A Found Poem.” Merton Seasonal 35.3 (Fall 2010): 20. [SA35.4.5]


DeLaney, Steven


Doriot, Jeanne SP

“Poet.” The Merton Seasonal 39.2 (Summer 2014): 13. [SA39.3.5]

Doud, Robert. “Merton at McDonald’s.” Merton Seasonal 37.3 (Fall 2012): 34. [SA37.4.16]


Goodwin, Jean. “Let Us Invoke Thomas Merton Who Needs a Miracle or Two if He Is Ever to Become a Saint.” Merton Seasonal 27.1 (Spring 2002): 10. [SA27.2.30]


Poetry


Jones, Cecily SL. “The Roads You Took.” Merton Seasonal 32.2 (Summer 2007): 8-9. [SA32.3.40]


“Abbey Bells (Gethsemani).” Merton Seasonal 32.1 (Spring 2007): 18. [SA32.2.14]


“Loops and Circles.” Merton Seasonal 32.1 (Spring 2007): 27. [SA32.2.19]

“Merton in the Middle of Things.” The Merton Seasonal 39.2 (Summer 2014): 26. [SA39.3.15]

Linehan, Moira. “Thomas Merton and My Father.” South Carolina Review 45.2 (Spring 2013): 27-29. [SA38.3.23]


McCaslin, Susan “To Thomas Merton.” Christianity and Literature 50.3 (Spring 2001): 522. [SA26.4.45]


“Loops and Circles.” Merton Seasonal 32.1 (Spring 2007): 27. [SA32.2.19]


Meade, Mark C. “Gethsemani Trappist Wake (Job’s Lament).” Merton Seasonal 34.1 (Spring 2009): 20. [SA34.2.52]


Orr, Thomas Alan “The Prayers of the Monks Withhold God’s Judgment From the World.” Merton Seasonal 35.2 (Summer 2010): 22-23. [SA35.3.38]


Peach, Robert K FSC. “Merton’s Madhyamika.” Merton Seasonal 33.2 (Summer 2008): 20-21. [SA33.3.34]


Racine, Catherine. “Merton’s Choir.” Merton Seasonal 36.3 (Fall 2011): 15-16. [SA36.4.31]


Poetry

Scott, David


“Valley Road, Louisville (for Paul, Helen and Anne Pearson).” Thomas Merton: The World in My Bloodstream (Stuart 2004): 186. [SA29.3.67]


Seitz, Ron


Smock, Frederick


“Sabbath.” Merton Seasonal 33.1 (Spring 2008): 26. [SA33.2.70]

“Two Poems.” Merton Seasonal 35.1 (Spring 2010): 28. [SA35.2.41]


Srubes, Rachel M. “The Sun and the Moon.” Merton Seasonal 27.2 (Summer 2002): 19. [SA27.3.35]


Stewart, Mary L.

“A Different Place To Be.” Merton Journal 11.2 (Advent 2004): 32-33. [SA30.1.68]

“In the Gethsemani Fog.” Merton Seasonal 30.3 (Fall 2005): 17. [SA30.4.61]

“Nazareth Window.” Merton Seasonal 34.3 (Fall 2009): 10. [SA34.4.31]

Thurston, Bonnie

“Well Done.” Merton Seasonal 32.2 (Summer 2007): 34. [SA32.3.83]

“Advent Comes to a Cistercian House.” Merton Seasonal 34.4 (Winter 2009): 12. [SA35.1.50]


Webster, Ronald


“The Block Print of an Ordinary Meditation.” Merton Seasonal 36.1 (Spring 2011): 10. [SA36.2.87]

“Reveille.” Merton Seasonal 38.3 (Fall 2013): 11. [SA38.4.42]


Woodward, Michael


“A Postcard for Thomas Merton.” In Thomas Merton: The World in My Bloodstream, 188. (Stuart 2004). [SA29.3.84]
The Arts

Calligraphies and Abstract Art

BOOK

REVIEWS:
* Merton Seasonal 31.2 (Summer 2006): 30-32. Donna Kristoff, OSU. [SA31.3.33]
* Parabola 31.2 (Summer 2006): 103-108. Anthony Bannon. [SA31.2.3]

ESSAYS
Collins, Roger


Hulsey, Russel. *Song to Merton: Light of Compassion, Diptych* [Includes dual portrait of Merton and the Dalai Lama also found in *We Are Already One*, 338]. Louisville KY: Russellhulseyprojects, 2012. 8p. [pbk]. [SA38.1.24]


Lipsey, Roger


“Christ Crucified: A Note on the Cover Image.” [*This image is n. 0813 in the classification of the holdings of the Thomas Merton Center ... [and] included in *Angelic Mistakes* (Lipsey) as portfolio n. 33.” Ed. note in *TMA* 27, 20-21.] *Merton Annual* 27 (2014): 15-21.

Masheck, Joseph

“‘Beat’ to Beatific: Joseph Masheck Discusses the Influence of Thomas Merton on the Art of Ad Reinhardt.” *Art and Christianity* 67 [Sep 2011]: 4-7. [SA39.3.20]


Pearson, Paul M.


Essays on Art continued


ART BOOK
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